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Our purpose is to enable reduction of carbon
emissions of the built environment sector by working
collaboratively with industry and governments and
engaging with communities. We do this by providing
the highest quality end user driven research which
also underpins the global competitiveness of the
Australian industry.
Our research will deliver social and technological
solutions, evidence base for design, planning and
policy innovations and once in a generation national
capacity build for the sector
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WHAT WE DO
We are committed to three integrated research
programs for our research activity and projects.

Our projects and activities translate across these eight
impact pathways, a journey towards a low carbon
economically viable built environment.

1. Integrated Building Systems
Developing new low-carbon products and
services, and finding ways to communicate best
practice design through rating tools, standards
and display homes.
2. Low Carbon Precincts
Creating new planning techniques, models and
data for delivering low carbon developments at a
precinct scale. Communicating best practice in
sustainable city planning through precinct design
and assessment tools
3. Engaged Communities
Creating a new community appetite for low carbon
living, through strategies for social networking,
education and media. Communicating the vision
of a prosperous, liveable and sustainable society
to business and government through living
laboratories and economic modelling
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How: Integrating end user response
Government

Manufacturing

Development

Professionals

Evidence base
for ~$1billion/yr
investment in
government
programs

Incubating next
generation
multi-purpose
building
products

Enabling world
class low
carbon
property
development

Tools for
Australia’s
building design
services
industry
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……..In a fragmented industry

World Business Council for Sustainable Development
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 CRC engages with
many thousands of
SMEs through industry
bodies

A

 Two way
communication: end
user advice, vehicle for
implementation
 Led by Professor Ken
Maher – Gold Medal
winning architect and
Chair of ASBEC
 Networks at each Node
now
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So how have we been progressing broadly …

• 83 Approved Projects
– 28 Completed projects
– 55 Active projects
– Within these projects, we have 11 Living Laboratory
projects
– 6 projects are in commercialisation/utilisation stages

• We have completed 124 Commonwealth
Milestones out of a possible 124
– This includes completing 26 utilisation milestones
8

Australia's Post-2020 Emissions Reduction Target: Australia can achieve the
2030 target by improving productivity, reducing costs and through technology
CRCLCL projected estimates of 87-116MT (Ave 102MT) of Carbon Emissions Reductions by 2030 from
its current research activities.
•

National Energy Productivity Plan (energy
efficiency) – Commonwealth target carbon
abatement of around 150MT by 2030.
The CRCLCL recently wrote to Minister
Macfarlane, citing examples of how the CRC’s
research activities support the actions
articulated in the Energy White Paper
“Increasing energy productivity to promote
growth”.
With around 50% of our projected carbon
saving relate to energy efficiency, the
CRCLCL might be able to contribute as much
as one third towards this source of emission
reduction by 2030.

~150MT
•

~200MT

Source: Cwth 2030 Carbon Target presentation, 11 Aug 2015

Technology improvements and other
sources of abatement – Commonwealth
target abatement of about 200MT by 2030.
The other half of the CRC’s projected carbon
reductions are linked to our research activities
in technology improvements, recycling and
lowering the embodied carbon in building
materials.
Therefore the CRCLCL might be able to
contribute as much as one quarter towards
this source of emission reduction by 2030.
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Once in a Generation Capacity Building

• 92 Higher Degree Researchers enrolled
• 9 Million dollars invested in scholarships over
the life of the CRC
• Largest ever group of researchers in low
carbon field
• Extensive vocational and
professional capacity
building (HIA, AILA, ISCA +)
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RP1001 Air handling solutions, integration approaches and building
design considerations for Photovoltaic Thermal (PV-T) roofing
•

•

•

Determination of appropriate costeffective solutions for thermal
integration.
Trial the thermal integration of a PV-T
system based on the optimised design,
as part of a Living Laboratory.
Development of a methodology to
group the building typologies,
operational (thermal supply and
demand) situations, and macro- and
micro- climates.
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RP1015 - Combining a building integrated PVT system with a low
temperature desiccant cooler to drive affordable solar cooling
•

The motivation here is that as the price of
PV continues to fall, rooftop PV becomes a
very cost effective option.

•

This project aims to integrate PVT roofing
system with desiccant cooling systems.

•

BIPV/T cannot produce temperatures high
enough to drive an absorption cooling
cycle.

•

However BIPV/T in many Australian
climates can potentially produce thermal
energy at a temperature that can drive a
low temperature desiccant cycle
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UNSW/Solar analytics
PV & Building load prediction algorithms
This is a new project
that builds on a
previous successful
project.

Ausgrid 2 data from 8000
solar PV systems shows that
approximately 51.8% are
not performing to capacity

Aim now is to improve
algorithms for
predictions with a view
for developing accurate
storage models.
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R1014: IMPACT OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY POOL PUMPS ON PEAK
DEMAND, ENERGY COSTS AND CARBON REDUCTION
• Variable speed pumping can drastically
lower the energy, carbon emissions and
peak demand of swimming pool filtering and
solar pool heating.
• Experimental results have demonstrated that a solar
pool heating system can be operated at lower flow
rates and deliver 70% reduction in electricity usage
whilst maintaining acceptable pool temperatures.
• Approximately 90% of the heated swimming pools in
Australia are installed with solar pool heating. This
energy efficiency retrofit alone has the potential to
save approximately
• 210 GWh of electricity per annum.
• 150 kilotonnes of carbon emission abatement
• $52.5 million dollars of savings per annum
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R1033: Mainstreaming High Performance Commercial Building HVAC
• The overall aim of this project is to investigate
how to mainstream high performance Heating
Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) in
commercial buildings.
• The project will tackle this issue with three
areas of work.
• The first area will tackle the minimum energy
requirements of the National Construction code
regarding energy consumption metrics for
HVAC in commercial buildings.
• The second will investigate the current best
practice of HVAC designs in Australian
commercial buildings and communicate that to
industry to raise standards.
• The third will investigate the 5 largest energy
consuming components in a high performance
commercial HVAC system and closely examine
if there are opportunities for further improving
current best practice.
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RP1032 Facilitating large energy user deployment of off-site
renewable generation
Aim to produce practical resources
for market participants (End
Users/Electricity Retailers/Project
Developers) so as to reduce
transaction costs
 Define and investigate the
emerging market for renewable
energy direct purchase in the
Australian NEM context
 Decision support resource
(decision tree)
 Descriptions of business and
contractual structure options
 Implications and pros/cons
analysis
 Summary of current market sector
preferences

Methodology
• Theoretical decision framework
• Case studies of existing projects
• Market survey on deal preferences for
end users, retailers and generators
• Stakeholder workshops
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The GHG Case for Geopolymer Concrete
• CO2 emissions generated by typical concrete mixes using Portland cement as the binder
are between 0.29 and 0.32 tonnes of CO2–e per m3.

• According to the Australian Bureau of Statistics 2012-13, the current production of premixed concrete is about 27 million m3 per annum.

• Results in 8 million tonnes of CO2-e p.a. from the manufacture of pre-mixed concrete.
• Geopolymer alternatives can provide significant carbon reduction compared to OPC
concrete.

• For an uptake of 10% geopolymer/concrete replacement, 640 thousand tonnes per
annum less carbon will be emitted to the atmosphere per year from Australia alone.
Annual carbon emission savings for various uptake of geopolymer concrete.
% adoption of Carbon emissions (tonnes) due to pre- Carbon emission savings (tonnes) that can
geopolymer
mixed concrete manufacture
be achieved by geopolymer alternative
0%

8,000,000

0

10%

7,360,000

640,000

20%

6,720,000

1,280,000
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RP1020: Reducing Barriers for Commercial Adaptation
of Construction Materials with Low-Embodied-Carbon
• The major barrier to geopolymer concrete adaptation is the lack of both standard
specifications and knowledge related to its durability aspects.
• The project aims to gather field data from GPC real-life constructions to develop greater
confidence in GPC use, as well as establish reliable test methods.
• Using the field and laboratory data, as well as numerical analysis, a comprehensive
handbook for GPC specification is being developed to be published through Standards
Australia.

Comparison of the Polarization resistance of
geopolymer and OPC concrete samples

Corrosion current density between a
corroding reinforcing bars concrete

RP1022 – Investigation

of innovative sustainable low carbon products
from waste materials for built environments
•

Transferring waste materials (wood, plastic and marine waste such as
seaweed and seashell) into resources for the developing of a new generation
of high performance non-toxic engineered wood-plastic bio-composite for
building, furniture and architectural applications.
This invention will enable re-using of these 85% of the urban wood wastes.
These products have been specifically designed for disassembly and recycling
and the end of their life.
Also the materials have been designed for a consistent state of non-toxicity for
end users regarding chemical and biological Volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) for the whole product’s lifespan.

•
•
•

NP4007 – Glass recycling for waste reduction in built environment
•

•

•

This study has successfully manufactured a high quality artificial
construction slabs from waste glass powder filler with high flexural
and compression strength as well as low water absorption and
moderate density.
Using these mixtures as raw materials and enhancing different
performance of product using bio-wastes instead of synthesis raw
materials is unprecedented until now.
These products have been specifically designed for disassembly
and recycling and the end of their life.
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Next generation whole of house tool
RP1024: Ref NEPP Measure 5

• Review of user
assumptions in NatHERS
• Include appliances,
generation and storage
• Simplify data entry
• Validate against measured
data
• Investigate compliance

RP2002: Integrated ETWW Demand Forecasting & Scenario Planning for
Precincts.


Assessment of the Energy Transport Waste and Water
domains,



Forecasting integrated demands and carbon impacts
of a precinct,



Predominantly household-based but recognising other
land uses, green areas and precinct-scale
infrastructure (eg. energy production),



Integrated tool for demand forecasting and scenario
evaluation,



Recognise impacts of household residents and
behaviour change in demand forecasting,



Overall carbon impacts of urban
developments/redevelopments,



Assessment of policy scenarios for low carbon futures.

Lochiel Park and Tonsley:
Application case study sites in
Adelaide.
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RP2007: Integrated Carbon Metrics Project
Project Objectives:
Research Challenge:
One third of global GHG gas
emissions are emitted from the
building sector. While more work has
been done on decreasing direct
emissions from the operation of
buildings, embodied emissions of
construction materials and
processes receive little
consideration, even through they
constitute a significant additional
proportion of emissions. Estimating
embodied emissions is complicated,
and there are uncertainties as there
is yet to be developed a universally
accepted methodology.

•

Enable the analysis of the
carbon fabric of the built environment

•

Build detailed, economy-wide database of
embodied carbon flows

•

Help assess the carbon performance of precincts
by delivering tailored PIM tools

•

Quantitatively evaluate low-carbon scenarios at
PIM and economy-wide level

•

Contribute to the process of defining universal
carbon accounting principles, guidelines and
standards
(such as 'low-carbon', 'carbon-neutral', 'zero-carbon', etc.)
22

Carbon Neutral Adelaide

C embodied in
services

C embodied in
materials

C embodied in
equipment
(capital goods)

C embodied in
electricity

Operational C

C embodied in
transport
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RP2010 Informing and trialing the inclusion of Low Carbon requirements in State Government
Built Environment Sector Tenders

PROJECT SUMMARY

This project aims to reduce the carbon
intensity of infrastructure projects by trialing
the inclusion of carbon reduction constraints
in the tender requirements of various State
Government agencies responsible for
development of the built environment.

PROJECT OUTCOMES

The living laboratories will focus on identifying
suitable potential new tender clauses and roadtesting these with the supply chain to identify
barriers and benefits to enhance their uptake. The
project will then assist the trialing of such clauses,
and the response from the supply chain, to
increase low carbon outcomes of projects. The
project will be a valuable showcase of the use of
tender requirements to support low carbon
procurement and provide insightful and operational
‘living laboratories’.
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RP2028 Development and Trial of a Low-Carbon Living Co-Benefits
Calculator
Objective;

What are the Co – Benefits ?

•

•

Reductions in injuries & deaths
associated with transport accidents

•

Reductions in chronic disease (CVD,
asthma, respiratory disease) associated
with built environment

•

Reductions in chronic disease (CVD,
overweight, diabetes) & increases in
health associated with active transport
modes (walking, cycling, etc.)

•

Improvements in productivity (e.g.,
reduced travel time, more productive
time use) associated with efficient urban
land form design

•

Overall health, wellbeing, productivity
and economic benefit

•

Develop a co-benefits calculator suitable
for various stakeholders involved in the
planning process.(Regulators,
Developers, Precinct planners, etc.)
Linked to key aspects of the built
environment
• Residential density / diversity, Street
networks, Green space, Traffic,
mode share, etc.
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RP3009: High Performance Housing – Monitoring,
Evaluating & Communicating the Journey
Project Objectives:
• Demonstrate that high
performance, zero energy
housing is readily available to
volume market (Josh’s House).
• Illustrate this through real-life
case studies from around
Australia and generate national
media interest (Star
Performers).
• Investigate the impact of
resident behavior as compared
to design in terms of household
operational energy use and
carbon emissions (10 House
Living Labs Study).
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RP3033: Mainstreaming Low Carbon Housing Precincts
– the WGV Living Laboratory
Project Objectives
•

Demonstrate that significant reductions in BAU
carbon emissions in mainstream precinctscale residential developments are
achievable.

•

Identify where the carbon savings are made,
including level of cost and complexity of the
various strategies and mechanisms deployed.

•

Evaluate market interest in the low carbon
aspects of the development and how this
relates to the level of resident participation
with low carbon lifestyle actions.

•

Understand the inter-relationships between
stakeholders in regards to low carbon
aspirations and how these can better align.
27

RP3009e1: Mainstreaming High Performance Housing
Project Objectives
• Work with property developers to
deliver three HP ZEH display
homes around Australia.
•

Establish an agreed construction
industry position on the
construction cost of HP ZEH
volume market homes.

•

Undertake an assessment of the
market potential of HP ZEH
homes.

•

Foster heightened awareness of
the accessibility (cost and
capacity) and market interest of
HP ZEH features.
28

RP3029: Driving a National Social Media
Conversation on Energy Efficient Housing

MyBuildR is a trusted web platform that inspires and enables people to
pursue their desired sustainable home and lifestyle.
It provides a palette of interactive features that allow people to create,
learn and connect with products and services essential to a more
comfortable, healthy and affordable home (which also happens to be a sustainable
home).

Greyfields urban
regeneration

To this ?

Lower Carbon
• Reduced travel distances/ accessible
amenities
• Better, more accessible public transport
• Lower energy consumption housing forms
HASSELL, 2015

2 x no dwellings/ floor area
2 x public space

This
Financially attractive
• Better utilization of
existing infrastructure
• Unlocking underutilized
30
land value.

Big datasets combined with agent based
modelling to cover non financial barriers
– Age, location, type, floor
area, ownership,
NABERS rating

• Energy model
– Technologies, savings
opportunities

• Stakeholder
interaction model
– Financial, behaviour/
preferences, barriers

• Uptake model

Energy Reduction Potential (%) for current usage

• Building database
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

HR-T

MR-T

LR-T

HR-B

MR-B

LR-B

Utilization
• Federal Government
– Commercial building disclosure

• NSW OEH
– Energy savings scheme
– Environmental upgrade agreements

• Sustainability Victoria
– Energy auditing

• SA Government
• City of Melbourne
– Energy efficiency opportunities
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SP0008 Low Carbon Built Environment Knowledge HUB
Part B
Evidence-Based Decisions & Systematic Reviews (SRs)
• Cochrane Collaboration: SRs on medical practice & healthcare,
started 1993, large worldwide network of ‘groups’, provides training
& support
• Campbell Collaboration: SRs on social interventions, started 2000,
partly modelled on Cochrane, smaller network of groups, looking to
grow, provides support & training
• Evidence Synthesis International (ESI): worldwide umbrella body
(incl. Cochrane and Campbell)
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SP0008 Low Carbon Built Environment Knowledge HUB

• Access to the outputs of the CRC,
• Provides a collaborative platform
for CRC Nodes, and
• Aligns the significant existing
Australian and International
resources for industry, policy
makers, researchers and the
public.
• Provides and maintains an
evidence base for policy makers
and practitioners promoting low
carbon living
34

SP0009:The Role of Regulation in Driving Low Carbon Outcomes in the Built
Environment.
SP0011:CRCLCL Research Relevance - Underpinning ASBEC Roadmap
SP0009
 Identify the different ways in which policy and
regulation affect carbon outcomes in the built
environment;
 Describe the policy and regulatory landscape in
Australia and in a range of comparable countries
 Draw out the similarities and differences in how
policies and regulations are being used to pursue
the objective of low carbon in the built
environment in Australia and in comparable
countries;

SP0011
 Mapping the CRCLCL’s current research projects
against barriers and policy priorities for achieving
zero carbon buildings identified in the ASBEC
Low Carbon, High Performance roadmap;
 Identifying gaps that could help prioritise focus
areas that may be suited to future CRCLCL
projects, to meet identified industry needs.

 As a basis for debate and possible further
research, draw conclusions and identify an
idealised suite of policy and regulations,
considering all three levels of government in
Australia.
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Nodes of Excellence – national capacity for research
•

CRCLCL’s five Nodes of Excellence established. The Nodes exemplify strong
collaboration between researchers, industry and governments at local level and
will form a legacy of the CRCLCL beyond 2020. The extension of the CRCLCL’s
work to the Nodes has the potential to engage a wide range of partners through
increased outreach, and continue the collaborations established during the life of
the CRCLCL’s projects.
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Roadshows: enabling utilisation
 Sydney
•
•
•
•
•
•

City of Sydney
Pittwater City,
UrbanGrowth NSW
Dept of Planning NSW
ISCA
HIA

 Melbourne
• City of Melbourne
• Vic Govt Depts

 Adelaide
• SA Government and
• City of Adelaide

 Perth
• In planning
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National Forums: on priorities for change
Forum topic

Proposed timing

Led by

Decentralised
Generation and Energy
Storage
Regenerative
Productive and
Liveable Cities National
Forum
Urban Microclimates

9th December
2016

University of NSW Node of
Excellence in High Performance
Architecture
Curtin University Node of
Excellence in Next Generation
Urban Low Carbon Retro-fit

The Role of Regulation

April 2017

Carbon Neutral Cities

May 2017

January 2017

March 2017

Swinburne University Node of
Excellence in Smart Low Carbon
Cities
CRCLCL HQ
University of Melbourne Node
of Excellence in Post-Carbon
Resilient Cities
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International Forum on Sustainable Cities and Communities
& Press Conference on SUC Guidelines, Beijing, 2015

29/11/
2016
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GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE
(Global alliance for building and construction, COP22)

Energy use in buildings and for building construction
represents more than one-third of global final energy
consumption and contributes to nearly one-quarter of
greenhouse gases (GHG) emissions worldwide.
A growing population, as well as rapid growth in purchasing
power in emerging economies and developing countries,
means that energy demand in buildings could increase by
2050, while global building floor area is expected to double
by 2050, driving energy demand and related GHG emissions
for construction.
29/11/
2016
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PARTNERS 2015
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Thank you

To find out more, contact:
CRC for Low Carbon Living Ltd
www.lowcarbonlivingcrc.com.au

Deo Prasad
d.prasad@unsw.ed.au

Room 202-207, Level 2
Tyree Energy Technologies Building
UNSW Sydney NSW 2052 Australia
Twitter: @CRC_LCL
info@lowcarbonlivingcrc.com.au
P: +61 2 9385 5402
F: +61 2 9385 5530
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Session 1
Low Carbon Building Technologies

Annual Participants Forum -- 2016

The Low Carbon Disruptive
Technology Alternative
Craig Heidrich1,2
Professor Stephen Foster3
Professor Jay Sanjayan4
A/Prof Arnaud Castel3
Partners
1Ash Development Association of Australia
2Australasian (iron & steel) Slag Association
AECOM Australia Pty Ltd
Sydney Water Corporation
Standards Australia
3UNSW Australia
4Swinburne University of Technology

Innovations for a Sustainable Australian Built Environment

What we are focusing on ....

11/29/2016
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How we are addressing the problem...

Dematerialisation: higher strength, higher
performance materials; efficiency
gains.
Substitution:

full or partial replacement of a
higher carbon material with a
lower one that gives the same or
improved performance.

Geopolymer materials

Precursor: Fly
ash, Slag…

Aggregate
Alkaline
Activator

No Portland Cement

Geopolymer
concrete

Geopolymer Industry Supply Chain









CRC Partners
ADAA and ASA

CRC Affiliates
Wagners; CA

CRC Partners
City of Syd.; AECOM

CRC Partners
UNSW; Swinburne; SA; ISCA

Resources

ADAA
ASA
RioAlcan
Alcoa
Power Stations
PQ Aust.
BlueScope Steel
OneSteel
….

Suppliers/Producers/
Manufacturers

Concrete Co.
Precaster Co.
Austrak
ZeoBond
Hissil
BGC
Wagners
Cement Australia
….

Users/Consumers

PBA
Hatch
State Agencies
Water Auth.
Road Auth.
Councils, City of Syd.
GHD, SKM
AECOM, Arup,
BM, Thiess
….

Influencers

CSIRO
Curtin Uni
Uni Melb
UNSW
USQ
Swinburne
Standards Aust.
CCAA, CIA
ISCA
….

Geopolymer concrete applications

11/29/2016
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Manufactured Aggregates from Fly Ash
Supply raw materials
Dosage

• Pilot study completed and processes
have been identified for further study.

Mixing
Reacting
(Optionally)
Agglomeration

Agitation

Pressure

Green pellets
Sieving
Hardening

Sintering

Autoclaving

Cold bonding

Crushing
(Optionally)
Sieving
Classification

11/29/2016

End product
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High Density Breakwater Armour Units

OUR PARTNERS

Investigation of innovative sustainable low
carbon products from waste materials for built
environments
RP1022

15 November 2016

Farshid Pahlevani, Claudia Echeverria ,Vaibhav Gaikwad,
Uttra Benton, Veena Sahajwalla

What we do
Transfer waste into resources, addressing
simultaneously key social, environmental,
political and economic factors through an
integrated ethical strategy.
Recovery of low-cost ‘latent’ materials for
high value applications as well as for
novel commercially viable end-product.

From

Waste
to Novel

Green
End of Life & Post-consumer timber as
well as mixed plastics were listed as
Environmental Priority Materials in 2015
by the NSW Environment Protection
Authority (EPA).
11/29/2016

Materials
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Problem statement
• Mattresses
• Plastic film and other plastics
• Copper Chrome Arsenic CCA

• Timber and other treated timbers
• Tyres and rubber
• Nappies and incontinence pads

From the C&I waste stream to be reused locally in the Sydney Metropolitan Area
wood corresponds to 14.5% and plastic to 12.8%, Representing together 27.3% of
the total materials available for recovery.

11/29/2016

Priority Problem Wastes Materials listed by the EPA.
NSW Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Strategy 2014-21 (WARR)
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Materials Selection Criteria

11/29/2016
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Wood Wastes Assessment, Separation
and Recovery Routes

Direct & Indirect
Recycle

C&I; P&P

Untreated wood
15 %

Engineered Wood

Wood Waste
Bulk

75%

Limited reuse
& Energy recovery

C&D; C&I;MSW

Treated Timber
10%

Limited reuse, recycling

C&D; U&T; MSW
Summary C&I Wood Waste bulk Composition
11/29/2016

* Commercial and Industrial (C&I); Construction and Demolition (C&D); Pallets and Packaging (P&P); Utilities &
Transport (U&T) ; Municipal Solid Waste (MSW)
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Process
Polymer
Matrix

Fibre
Filler

Raw Waste Material

Flour/Particles

Bio-composite
Panels type

Materials
Blend

PP Waste
A) W-PP

MDF Waste

Raw Seashell
waste

B) W-PP/Ss

C) W-PP/Sw

Secondary
Fillers

D) W-PP/Sw/Ss

Dried Seaweed
litter
58
11/29/2016
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Microstructure: Heterogeneous Particle
Morphology & Geometry
Polypropylene

Seashell

Hierarchical
irregular
surface

Irregular
oblong

Wood fibers

Linear
Fibres/ filaments
bundle

11/29/2016

Seaweed

Linear
cylindrical
hollow tube
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Microstructure: Filler-Matrix Interphase
Fracture surface post-testing
Materials dispersion, interaction and surface
adhesion

Matrix Continuous Phase
11/29/2016

Fillers Disperse Phase
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+3% MAPP coupling agent

Wood-PP Panel

Comparison of apparent MOE values for large size
Wood-PP composites
1800

Comparison of MOR values for large size
Wood-PP composites

1600

12.00

1400

8.00
70:30 panels
6.00
4.00

60:40 panels

MOE (MPa)

MOR (MPa)

10.00

70:30 panels

1200
1000
800

60:40 panels

600
400

2.00
0.00
1

2
Specimen

3

70:30 + 5 %
MAPP panels

70:30 + 5 % MAPP
panels

200
0
1

2

3

Specimen
11/29/2016
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Bio-composite Panels Applications

•

Functional Bio-composite material

•

Optimization for high-performance

•

Design for deconstruction and recycling

•

Long term consistent non-toxicity

Interior Architecture
Cabinetry & furniture
Acoustic/Insulating Panels
Division panels & Screens
Architectural linings
Ceiling Panels
Structural elements

11/29/2016
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References for design, technology &
applications

Elements

11/29/2016

Textile

3D printed
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Versatility of design and building system
The Landesgartenschau geometic pavillion_ University of Stuttgart modular building, 2014
Material and energy-efficient

Surface-active load-bearing systems

Finger joint connections
11/29/2016

Pre‐fabrication of the plate shell elements required only 3 weeks

64
64
Source: www.archdaily.com

Thank you

To find out more, contact:

Deo Prasad

CRC for Low Carbon Living Ltd
www.lowcarbonlivingcrc.com.au

d.prasad@unsw.ed.au

Room 202-207, Level 2
Tyree Energy Technologies Building
UNSW Sydney NSW 2052 Australia
Twitter: @CRC_LCL
info@lowcarbonlivingcrc.com.au
P: +61 2 9385 5402
F: +61 2 9385 5530

29/11/2016
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Getting the Most Out of Your PV Array –
Real Time Monitoring
Jonathon Dore
Head of Data
Solar Analytics
Jonathon@solaranalytics.com.au

Site specific battery estimator

The world’s most intelligent solar monitoring
www.solaranalytics.com

RP1019: Advanced
Comfort Index for
Residential Homes
15 November 2016
Jesse Clarke
jclarke@csr.com.au

CSR House Learnings

11/29/2016
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Comfort & Feel

Comfort & Feel
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Plug-In for RP1024 Project

• Informing the next generation
residential energy assessment tools

Thank you

To find out more, contact
CRC for Low Carbon Living Ltd
Room 202-207, Level 2,
Tyree Energy Technologies Building
UNSW Sydney NSW 2052 Australia
E: info@lowcarbonlivingcrc.com.au
P: +61 2 9385 5402
F: +61 2 9385 5530
Twitter: @CRC_LCL

RP1013:
Enabling Better Utilisation of Distributed
Generation with Distributed Storage
- Impact of PV on net residential energy demand and peak demand

CRC for Low Carbon Living
Innovations for a Sustainable Australian Built
Environment
15 Nov 2016

The purpose of the work
• Better understand how PV implementation can impact on
– residential net energy demand
– residential peak consumption patterns

 What's the potential for household PV to reduce net
residential energy consumption supplied from the grid?
 What's the potential for PV to reduce net peak demand
seen by the grid?

11/29/2016
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Data
A set of published data from utility Ausgrid has been released as a part of
Australia’s first commercial scale smart grid trial. More than 100 houses with
PV.
Time Span: July 2012 – Jun 2013
Location: New South Wales, Australia
Number of Households sampled: 3652
What's been measured:
Measured data Resolution: 30 minutes interval
Total Data points sampled: 0.32 billion data points
General Supply

Controlled
Load

Gross PV
Generation

Net
Generation
3

What we found

Fig. 1: Average electricity consumption (green) and PV generation (red) pattern for a suburb in NSW (Wallsend)
across a 12 month period. Monthly average daily values with half hour resolution.

29/11/2016
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What we could do

Fig. 2: Mean energy consumption and generation pattern for a suburb in NSW (2287) + Simulation on net
energy demand for 5 hour lag on PV Generation output during Jan
29/11/2016
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Conclusion



Highlights PV generation does not match well with
peak hour demand in residential sector



Simulation of shifting PV generation to match
evening peak hours reveals significant potential of
peak demand reduction opportunities (such as
energy storage or demand response)

29/11/2016
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Thank you

To find out more, contact:

Hua Fan

CRC for Low Carbon Living Ltd
www.lowcarbonlivingcrc.com.au

hua.fan@unsw.ed.au

Room 202-207, Level 2
Tyree Energy Technologies Building
UNSW Sydney NSW 2052 Australia
Twitter: @CRC_LCL
info@lowcarbonlivingcrc.com.au
P: +61 2 9385 5402
F: +61 2 9385 5530

29/11/2016
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Low Carbon Design for Sustainable
Affordable Mass-Housing
15 November 2016

Presentation by Malay Dave
UNSW Built Environment | CRC for Low Carbon Living

Based on research by
Jose I Bilbao, Malay Dave, Bruce Watson,
Alistair B Sproul, Deo Prasad

RP1011 –

Sustainable and affordable living through
modular homes, Net Zero Energy, Transportable,
and Self-Reliant Homes and Communities

Project leader name: Bruce Watson, UNSW
Project status: Complete
Project period: 01/2013 to 06/2016
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Housing
•

Need for adequate and affordable housing is a major issue globally

•

Globally
– Need 3.5 million new homes every year until 2030
(Source: UN HABITAT, 2015)

•

In Australia
– Need 9 million new homes over the next 40 years (i.e. 225,000/year)
(Source: https://sourceable.net/the-intergenerational-report/#)

–
–
–
–
–

overall cumulative supply gap of 243,700 homes
A gap of 539,000 rental properties that are affordable
225,000 families waiting up to ten years on the social housing waiting list
105,000 people experiencing homelessness on any given night
In 2010-2011 only 5% of homes sold or built were affordable at low
income
– In 2012 a household on minimum wage paid 72% of income on rent
compared to 35% in 2003

(Source: THE GREENS. 2013)

Environmental Impacts of the Building Industry
“Single largest contributor to climate change” (UNEP, 2011)
Energy
• Nearly one-third (35%) of global final energy consumption (IEA, 2013)
• Building materials manufacturing consume about 10% of global energy
(UNEP, 2011)

Emissions
• Directly 17% of and indirectly 30-40% of global CO2 emissions (IEA, 2013)
Water
• About 12% of global water consumption during use only (UNEP, 2011)
• Significantly more when considered ‘water footprint’ (Crawford, 2011)
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Environmental Impacts of the Building Industry
“Single largest contributor to climate change” (UNEP, 2011)
Materials
Nearly 3 billion tonnes of raw materials – 40-50% of the total flow in the
global economy (Roodman, et al., 1995; Anink, et al., 1996)
Waste
Construction and demolition waste contributes about 40% of solid waste
streams in developed countries (UNEP, 2011)
• UK construction waste – over 50% of landfill volume (70 mn tons)
• US construction waste – over 29% of landfill volume (100 mn tons)
• Australia construction waste – 20–30% of landfill
(LU, W. & YUAN, H. 2013)

Advantages of Prefabrication Modular Homes
Decreased
•

project schedules / time

•

project budget / cost

•

construction waste

Increased
•

tightness in the building envelope – better thermal performance

•

Increased construction quality control

•

Increased work safety

•

Increased overall productivity

•

Increased overall sustainability

•

Increased applicability for remote locations
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Prefabrication
a.

Prefabrication
Off‐site manufactureª
Industrialised
building systemsb

b.

off‐site fabrication Modern methods of
off‐site construction
constructionc

3D off‐site
modular constructiond
volumetric
sectional prefabrication

2D off‐site
kit of partse
non‐volumetric
flat pack

c.

d.
e.

f.
relocatablesf
portables
transportables
demountables
trailers
containers
brown boxes

modules
units
sections
pods

panelised systems
skeletal systems
post + beam systems
slab + column systems
elements
sips [structural insulated panels]
component sub‐assemblies

The preferred ‘umbrella’
term in Australia
Term used extensively in
Asia
A UK term covering
construction innovation to
which off‐site manufacture
is pivotal
The most widely used term
for this category
A commonly used term
which is well understood by
designers
The term used to refer to
this type of classrooms

Adapted from Future Proofing Schools
Brochure 4. Prefabrication, 2011

Deliverables (as per Project Agreement)
• A sustainable, net zero energy design of prefabricated/modular homes (Pods)
that suit immediate market demand for different climates and locations.
• A decision making process and pre-optimized designs of Pods depending on
location/climate, on grid - off grid options, and users’ behaviour (energy and
water demand).
• Specific solutions and designs for (urban and rural) off-grid community scale
settlements using the prefabricated home units (Pods).
• A framework for a whole system design approach for developing sustainable
affordable mass-housing, which can offer continual assessment and evolution
possibilities for existing designs and technology integration strategies for future
growth.
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Research challenges
• Hacking the low cost trap
• Find solutions that are flexible
and work in several climates
and orientations
• Integrate all services for offgrid living or net zero energy in a
very small footprint
• Working with a company with no
previous experience in research
• Managing the short term needs
with long term visions

Existing Design & Performance

Context:
•
Prefab/ Modular
•
Nova Deko /
CRCLCL
Aim:
•
Integrated /
Standardised high
performance
Method:
•
Whole systems
design
•
AccuRate
Sustainability
•
Iterative optimisation
/ parametric study
Scope-Limitations:
•
5 Key climates
•
Shading, glazing and
insulation
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Performance Optimisation Process
Table 2. Thermal Performance Improvement of conceptPod Base Model in Brisbane

Description
Base Model conceptPod
Optimised conceptPod

Heating
(MJ/m2)
12.3
10.3

Total Cooling
(MJ/m2)
41.0
19.2

Total Energy
(MJ/m2)
53.3
29.5

Rating
(Stars)
5.1
7.6

Table 3. Thermal Performance Improvement of conceptPod Base Model in Sydney

Description
Base Model conceptPod
Optimised conceptPod

Heating
(MJ/m2)
12.7
7.8

Total Cooling
(MJ/m2)
17.1
15.2

Total Energy
(MJ/m2)
29.9
23.0

Rating
(Stars)
7.0
7.9

Table 4. Thermal Performance Improvement of conceptPod Base Model in Melbourne

Description
Base Model conceptPod
Optimised conceptPod

Heating
(MJ/m2)
59.0
36.6

Total Cooling
(MJ/m2)
27.3
27.0

Total Energy
(MJ/m2)
86.3
63.6

Rating
(Stars)
6.9
7.7

Table 5. Thermal Performance Improvement of conceptPod Base Model in Hobart

Total Energy
(MJ/m2)
68.6
89.3

Rating
(Stars)
8.1
7.6

Table 6. Thermal Performance Improvement of conceptPod Base Model in Darwin
Total Cooling
Total Energy
Heating
(MJ/m2)
(MJ/m2)
(MJ/m2)
Base Model conceptPod
0.0
356.8
356.8
Optimised conceptPod
0.0
275.3
275.3

Rating
(Stars)
5.9
7.2

Description
Base Model conceptPod
Optimised conceptPod

Heating
(MJ/m2)
64.0
82.1

Description

Total Cooling
(MJ/m2)
4.6
7.1

Orientation Sensitivity Analysis
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Improved Design & Performance
Two overarching goals:
•
Good Design
•
High Thermal
Performance
Outcome:
•
Orientation
resilience
•
Integrated Design
for: aesthetics,
technology and
services
•
Standardised &
mass-customisable
product
•
Advantages of
Prefab/Modular
maximised
•
Potentials for further
enhancements

Location
Brisbane
Sydney
Melbourne
Hobart
Darwin

Table 7. Thermal Performance of Final conceptPod Design
North
East
South
(Stars)
(Stars)
(Stars)
8.6
7.8
6.9
8.3
8.2
7.4
7.7
7.5
7.4
8.2
8.1
7.7
6.7
6.2
6.7

West
(Stars)
6.3
7.3
7.1
7.9
6.3

LCA of Pods

Global warming potential
(GWP) comparison

CO2 eq tons/m2

•
•
•
•

•
•

Functional unit: 1 m2 of
floor area
Lifetime: 50 years
Location: Darra,
Queensland
Materials requiring
attention (steel and FC
boards)
Materials’ GWP could be
reduced by up to 20%
greenPod with at least 30%
reduction in GWP
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On-site testing
Existing Pod design installed in Tylden, Victoria
• Thermal images, photographs and moisture content of selected materials
• Temperature and relative humidity (RH) sensors in three locations
• Measurements for over 3 weeks between August and September 2014

Exterior

Interior

Manufacturing Process and quality assurance
Nova Deko factory, city of Foshan, Guangdong province, China
Recommendations on
– Design issues
– Aesthetic issues
– Quality of manufacture and assembly
– Material selection

8

greenPod

greenPod guiding principles

greenPod design

greenPod

greenPod: Energy system integration

greenPod: Water heating system integration
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greenPod
•
•
•

•
•

Lessons learnt from conceptPod
Thermal performance optimisation
Three model options based on
– Cost
– Time
– Thermal performance
Up to 8 star performance
‘Plug and play’ design

Integrated shading and deck

Achievements
and progress to date
• Several specific solutions and concepts for the current line of Pods to improve
their performance in the short term
• Understanding of CO2 intensity and use of a Pod throughout its lifecycle via LCA
• Quality assurance in the manufacturing process
• On-site testing and recommendations for IEQ (in particular condensation)
• Design solutions for the conceptPod and the greenPod with innovative
strategies for optimized thermal performance and integration of services and
technologies
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Outputs
Technical and Design notes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

RP1011 Technical Note 1 – Corten Steel
RP1011 Technical Note 2 – Cross Ventilation
RP1011 Technical Note 3 – Insulation
RP1011 Technical Note 4 – Condensation and Mould
RP1011 Technical Note 5 – Relation Between Insulation, Window Area, and
Floor Area
Arthur Däweritz, 2014. Life Cycle Assessment of the Samara Pod in Brisbane,
Masters Project Report
RP1011 Concept Note 1 – Roof Concepts
RP1011 conceptPod Report
RP1011 Manufacturing Process
RP1011 Tyldon Pod Report
RP1011 greenPod Report

Outputs
Conference presentation
30th International Passive and Low Energy Architecture (PLEA) Conference 2014
Peer reviewed publications
- Dave MH, Bilbao J, Dickson J, Watson B, Prasad D, Sproul A. Towards
Sustainable Modular Housing: A Case Study of Thermal Performance
Optimisation for Australia. Proceedings of the 30th International PLEA
Conference: Sustainable Habitat for Developing Societies. Ahmedabad, Dec
2014.
Media on Project
•
•
•

http://www.architectureanddesign.com.au/news/nova-deko-unsw-to-develop-fullysustainable-modula
https://www.be.unsw.edu.au/content/inspiration-shipping-containers-creatingsustainable-dwellings-you-won%E2%80%99t-be-afraid-call-home
https://sourceable.net/low-carbon-solution-affordable-housing-issue/#
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Carbon Mitigation
Assumptions
- 100 greenPods sold in 2016.
- Increase of 20% of units sold per year until maximum of 300 units.
- All greenPods with integrated PV panel
- Pods evenly distributed across four climates and four orientations
- CO2 factors as per current National Greenhouse Accounts Factor
- All greenPods remain operational and used as expected during their lifetime
Operational Savings

2020

2027

Number of units

208

300

Annual Savings (tCO2)

348

502

Cumulative Number of units

745

2,795

Cumulative Savings (tCO2)

12,017

25,488

Lessons learnt
•

Most of the existing Nova Deko designs and models unable to reach 6 stars
NatHERS rating

•

Disadvantage of small Pods: More challenging to achieve 6-star ratings for small
dwellings (less than 40m2 GFA) than for large dwellings

•

‘Value for money’ issue: The cost per m2 is usually higher in small Pods.
Biased comparison with ‘normal’ larger homes (‘larger the better’ perception)

•

conceptPod: A good whole systems / integrated design (optimisation of
insulation, shading, glazing, ventilation materials, appliances and aesthetics) can
help us achieve high performance in most climates and orientations

•

Design (detailing), manufacturing process (tradespersons), transportation and
installation (time & scope on site) are all critical for final performance and cost

•

Solution: ‘Plug and play’ design
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Lessons learnt
•

Onsite measurement and monitoring of existing pod design: condensation
issues due to lack of thermal breaks, leaky envelope and user behaviour

•

LCA of Samara Pod: transport accounted for 3% of total GWP – only slightly
higher than a ‘normal’ house; alternative materials to reduce GWP further

•

greenPod: integration of all lessons learnt; research team worked very closely
with the industry partner Nova Deko to produce final version of the design

•

Project produced important advancements and knowledge to create affordable
and sustainable modular dwellings, although many challenges remain
particularly in the implementation phase of this endeavour.

•

Nova Deko incorporated many of the results produced during the project in the
production line for several of its models; the greenPod is yet to be manufactured

•

Nova Deko remains committed to its vision for the greenPod and beyond

Thank you

To find out more, contact

Malay Dave

CRC for Low Carbon Living Ltd

BArch, MBEnv (Sust Dev), PhD Candidate

Room 202-207, Level 2,
Tyree Energy Technologies Building
UNSW Sydney NSW 2052 Australia

PhD Researcher, CRC for Low Carbon Living
Sessional Academic, UNSW Australia

E: info@lowcarbonlivingcrc.com.au
P: +61 2 9385 5402
F: +61 2 9385 5530

E: malay.dave@unsw.edu.au

Twitter: @CRC_LCL
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CRC LCL Node of Excellence: UNSW
High Performance Architecture
Dr Lan Ding, UNSW Australia

Drag picture to placeholder or click icon
to add

Drag picture to placeholder or click icon
to add

The Vision
The Node of Excellence in ‘High Performance Architecture’ will drive innovation in
the design, planning and management of high performance buildings and cities by:
•

Promoting innovative design concepts and emerging technologies to create
regenerative and adaptive built environments

•

Understanding the relationship between architecture, the environment and
people to create healthy places

•

Improving micro-climate performance of urban design and buildings to create
resilient cities

•

Initiating frontier research collaboration with international and national
institutes, Australian governments and industries

29/11/2016
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Research Themes

29/11/2016
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Node PhD Research
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Alignment with CRC LCL Milestones

CRC LCL
Milestones

R2.4 Health and
Productivity CoBenefits

R1.1 Integrated
photovoltaic and solar
thermal technologies
for buildings

R1.2 Low carbon materials
R1.3 Integrated design, showcase, rating
and standards (new builds and retrofits)

29/11/2016
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R2.2 Integrated
assessment of ecoefficiency during precinct
design
R3.1 Transition scenarios
116
and affordability

Node of Excellence Postgraduate Students
Opportunities for Increasing Deployment
of Photovoltaic on Multi-Unit Residential
Buildings in Australia

Mike Roberts
PhD Candidate

Research Questions

1. What is the scale and nature of the
opportunity for PV deployment on
Australian apartment buildings and what
are the barriers?
2. What are the household, network and
societal benefits of different technical
arrangements for deploying PV (and
storage) on apartment buildings?
Supervisors:
• Dr Anna Bruce
• A/Professor Iain MacGill

Drag picture to placeholder or click icon
to add

3. How can different technical, financial,
governance and regulatory
arrangements increase deployment and
realise the potential benefits of
apartment PV?

Drag picture to placeholder or click icon
to add
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Node of Excellence Postgraduate Students
William Craft

Development of Regenerative Design
Principles for Building Retrofit

Master by Research Candidate

Research Questions
1.

How can regenerative design outcomes be
implemented into building retrofits?

2.

What are the building retrofit design
principles for improving the connections
between human and natural systems within
the built environment?

Supervisors:
• Dr Lan Ding
• Scientia Professor Deo Prasad
• A/Professor Lester Partridge
• Professor Dennis Else
29/11/2016
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Node of Excellence Postgraduate Students
Heriyanto
PhD Candidate
Glass Recycling for Waste
Reduction in Built Environments

Supervisors:
• Scientia Professor Veena Sahajwalla
• Dr Farshid Pahlevani

29/11/2016
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Node of Excellence Postgraduate Students
Samiul Amin

Siliang Yang

PhD Candidate

PhD Candidate

Supervisors:
• A/Professor Alistair Sproul
• Dr Anna Bruce

Supervisors:
• Dr Francesco Fiorito
• Scientia Professor Deo Prasad

Design Strategies and Performance Analysis
for Net-Zero High-Rise Residential Buildings
in Australia

Smart Facade Design and BIPV
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Node of Excellence Postgraduate Students
Samin Mazban

Claudio Diaz Sandoval

PhD Candidate

PhD Candidate

Supervisors:
• Dr Lan Ding
• A/Professor Francesco Fiorito

Supervisors:
• Dr Paul Osmond
• Dr Ivan Cole

Optimisation of Façade Design of SingleSided Ventilated Residential Buildings
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Potential of Building Envelope Evaporative Cooling
with Rainwater for Thermal and Environmental
Performance of Buildings and Cities in the Humid
121
Tropics

Node of Excellence Postgraduate Students
Carlos Bartesaghi Koc
PhD Candidate

Assessing the Thermal
Performance of Green Infrastructure
on Urban Microclimate

Supervisors:
• Dr Paul Osmond
• Professor Alan Peters
• Dr Matthias Irger
• Dr Paola Favaro
29/11/2016
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Node of Excellence Postgraduate Students
Adriana Sanchez
PhD Candidate

Urban Sustainable Resilience:
A Policy Framework

Supervisors:
• Dr Paul Osmond
• Scientia Professor Deo Prasad
• Dr Jeroen van der Heijden
29/11/2016
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Node of Excellence Postgraduate Students
Sardar Masud Karim
PhD Candidate

Co-Benefit of Low Carbon Policies
in the Built Environment:
An Investigation into Adoption of CoBenefits in Australian Local
Government

Supervisors:
• Professor Susan Thompson
• Dr Peter Williams

29/11/2016
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RP1010

RP2005

RP1009

Zichao Meng

Jonathan Fox

Christian Criado-Perez

PhD Candidate

PhD Candidate

Master by Research Candidate

Supervisors:
• A/Professor Alistair Sproul
CSR House Monitoring and
Modelling

Supervisors:
• Professor Alan Peters
• Dr Paul Osmond

Supervisors:
• Professor Karin Sanders
• Dr Dan Caprar

The Effects of Facades on
Outdoor Microclimate

Closing the Loop: EvidenceBased Decision-Making
125
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UNSW Node Workshop
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Government and Industry Partners
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Australian National Maritime Museum
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Participants Annual
Forum
Swinburne CRC – Node of Excellence
Smart, Low-Carbon Cities
15 November 2016

Challenge: Building below 2 Degrees Celsius

25% reduction in current thermal
energy demand by 2020 & 50% by
2030
Doubling the annual rate of reduction
in energy intensity each year between
now and 2030 (-2.6%/yr)
Doubling annual investment in EEB to
$220billion/pa by 2020

Sources: UNEP, 2012; GBPN, 2013; IEA 2014

Key Transitions

1. Performance: Net Zero to Positive buildings as
minimum required performance. New Policies and
better Compliance

2. Integration: in Planning & Design. Buildings as
energy, health & ecological service providers builtenvironments;
3. Markets & Finance: More and Deeper Renovation.
Markets for Efficiency are improving but need
development;

4. Acceleration & Innovation: Avoiding ‘lock-in’ by
supporting actions that avoid the cost of delay.
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Priority Actions

STRATEGY

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SAVINGS

Building Energy Efficiency Codes
<30% - 70%
Policy Targets: Low-zero & positive energy buildings
<79%
Integrated Planning & Design, district heating-cooling
<30%
Building Design: Bio-Climatic, Bio-Positive, Adaptive,
<30%
Resilience & integrated solar thermal & P.V.
High-Efficiency envelope, heating & cooling technologies <30-50%
Compliance enforcement, monitoring and reporting
<50% of legally req.
Life-cycle Approach to greening the Value-Chain,
US$+50 to labeling & MEPS
$250/MtCO2
Behavior Change
<40%
11/29/2016

Source: IPPC AR5
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Focus: Social Change & Innovation
Many Barriers to low carbon living are social,
political, economic and behavioral, we need to
support social change & innovation
Methods – Benchmarking, Urban
Strategic Research Focus:
Modeling & Analytic tools, Learning Tools,
Understanding and supporting social
Media, Social & Knowledge Networks,
change for smart & sustainable low carbon smart workplaces & homes, mobility &
urban living.
materials
Key Strengths:
Sociology, Urban Planning Tools & Policy,
Trade & Professional Education,
Business Models, Low-carbon Design &
Materials, International Knowledge
Networks

Theories – Market Transformation,
Entrepreneurship, Social Innovation,
Education & Training
Network Focus – Households, Trades &
Businesses; Governments & Governance;
Global collaboration
133

Partners & Collaborators

Impacts:
Our projects are helping find ways of regenerating and decarbonizing
Australian cities and suburbs through projects that support innovation in

• Low-carbon urban planning & design through precinctscale modeling and analytics
• Engaging communities in home renovation
• Housing affordability research
• Low-carbon building materials
• Minimising and re-using waste, including food waste.
• Sustainability education for trades and professions
• Collaboration tools for design teams
• Greening suburban transport
• Understanding the governance of major transport and
urban projects
135

Research Themes

Theme 1: Change in Urban & Sub-Urban Precincts (CRC-LCL Impact Cat. 4-7)
RP2001: Precinct Design & Assessment Tools
Peter Newton (complete)
RP2016: Exploring Re-Bound Effects
Peter Newtton (complete)
RP2025: Precinct Assessment Methods & Guidelines
Peter Newton
RP3034: Community Co-Design of LC Precincts
Steve Glackin
RP2019: Composting, Food recycling & urban form
Viv Waller
RP2021: Greening Suburban Transport
Hussain Dia
Theme 2: Change in Businesses and Households (CRC-LCL Impact Cat. 2,3, 6-8)
RP3001: Resource Consumption & Housing Affordability
Terry Burke (complete)
RP1031: Development & Optimisation of LC Materials
Saman Fernando
RP1020: Performance based Criteria for Concretes
Jay Sanjayan
RP3021: Media & Comms Strategies
Kath Hulse
Theme 3: Change in Education, Behavior & Decision-making (CRC-LCL Impact Cat. 5-8)
RP3022: Effective Education & Training in LCL
John Fein & Tomi Winfree (complete)
RP3006: Education Scoping Study
Tomi Winfree
(complete)
SP0008: Knowledge Hub:
Peter Graham & Amanda Lawrence
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RP3015: M-Learning:
Peter Graham

Low-Carbon Precincts:
Lead By: Professor Peter Newton
“ Improved planning and design of precincts will enable
significant reductions in carbon footprint contributing to national
and global carbon mitigation targets. The challenge is to develop
innovative tools and planning techniques that will make low
carbon infrastructure attractive to the market.”
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Established suburbs: Community co-design of low
carbon precincts for urban regeneration
Lead by: Dr. Steve Glackin

Without a drastic change in how redevelopment is
done, cities will keep expanding and not provide
sustainable solutions
– Regeneration Precincts offer the potential for economies of
scale, making sustainable regeneration viable (as well as
providing benefits to all stakeholder groups).
Expected outputs and impacts?
– A national codified model for community and stakeholder
engagement, leading to normalized precinct scale development
– Far more efficient redevelopment and significant carbon
reductions.
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Greening Suburban Travel
Lead by: Dr. Hussein DIA

Reduce GHG emissions from passenger car
usage in suburban areas
Investigations of suburban mobility
options that offer efficient,
affordable and flexible trips while
reducing reliance on private vehicle
use
Framework and modelling tools for
supporting effective investment
decisions that increase the uptake
of high priority low carbon
transport interventions
Examples: on-demand public
transport, shared mobility services,
electric vehicles, smart buses,
active transport initiatives and
autonomous shared mobility

In 7 months Uber Pool has avoided
55,560 tons of CO2 Emissions; 88% less
‘on demand’ autonomous vehicles
required to provide the same trips during
peak hours in Melbourne
139

Carbon reductions from composting food waste for food
production: Fitting recycling models to urban forms –
Lead by Dr. Vivienne Waller

TO THIS
Greenhouse gas reductions
Reduce need for landfill
Restore soil health

FROM THIS

•
•
•

Approx 9 million
tonnes of CO2-e pa
(methane from
rotting organic
material)

•
•
•

Increase water retention
Less fertiliser (less N20)
Higher yields

Carbon
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foodcompostfood.org

Media and communication strategies to achieve carbon
reduction through renovation of Australia’s existing
housing Lead by: Professor Kath Hulse

‘I’d just Google it’: media and home renovation practices in
Australia
11/29/2016
Hashtag Sustainability? Home Renovators’ Media World
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Development and Optimisation of Low Carbon,
Affordable, Medium-rise Modular Structural Systems
using Innovative Connections
Lead by: Professor Sam Fernando

The Australian market is not large enough to have a self
sustainable modular construction industry. Australia has the
capability of innovating and producing niche standardized
connections for the world modular construction industry.
•

If the structural system and the connections can be de-coupled, economy of
scale for both connections and modules can be achieved.

•

If the innovative connections are mass produced, Australian steel makers will
have the ability to export these relatively heavy connections to the world.

•

Ability to develop a standards framework for Specification, Quality Assurance
and Performance Evaluation of the “Black Box” modules and connections
throughout
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Performance based Criteria for Concretes: Creating
Pathways for Low Carbon Concrete Manufacture with
Existing Standards
Lead by: Professor Jay Sanjayan & Steven Foster (UNSW)

Geopolymer (GPC) concrete production can result
in 80% less CO2 than OPC concrete production.
• This research project investigates the durability
performance of GPC concrete structures exposed to the
field conditions.
• Long term durability data and informing the development
of a suitable standard guideline for use of GPC use in
civil projects.
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Increasing knowledge and motivating collaborative
action on Low Carbon Living through team-based and
game-based mobile learning
(New) Lead: Prof. Peter Graham

Motivational Modules Digital Tools for Collaboration in Desig
Emotional Goal model that
enables effective App
uptake and continued
engagement.
Lead: Melbourne
University -Tim Miller,
Antoinette Mendozza –
PhD Student: Mohamed
M-Learning
Modules
Sherkat
Specification of M-Learning
approaches to re-engage
trades & builders in
learning low-carbon &
sustainability
Lead: Swinburne - PhD
Student: Paul Goldacre

Project-based action research trialed with
CRC industry partners:
Buildingsmart/DWP-Suters (AIA)
Recommendations for Learning
Interventions.
Lead: Swinburne – Gavin Melles, Peter
Requirements
Framework
Graham Holistic
- PhD Student:
Tomi Winfree
for Apps adapted for Building Sector
for Trades
Learning
Opportunities for Embedding
Learning in Design Workflow
M-Learning Application for actionlearning of the National
Sustainability Competencies
curriculum for Builders & Trades

Outputs
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KNOWLEDGE HUB FOR LOW-CARBON LIVING
Lead by: Professor Peter Graham & Amanda Lawrence, APO
A ‘knowledge hub’ that provides authoritative, concise, and accessible
evidence relating to lowering carbon emissions in the built environment.
The ‘knowledge hub’ will also offer a collaborative platform for
stakeholders to come together.
OBJECTIVES
•
•
•

•

14
5

Access to the outputs of the
CRC
Provides a collaborative
platform for CRC Nodes, and
Aligns the significant existing
Australian and International
resources for industry, policy
makers, researchers and the
public.
Provides and maintains an
evidence base for policy
makers and practitioners
promoting low carbon living

PhD and HDR Projects
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jack Hill: Harnessing Disruptive technologies to unlock low carbon mobility
Katherine Thornton: Carbon reductions from composting food waste for
food production – fitting recycling models to urban forms
Gerry McLaughlin: Land-use & transport planning decision making vs
climate change priorities
Paul Goldacre: Social Innovation Through Mobile & game based Learning
Tomi Winfree Socio-cultural Activity of an Inter-organisational AEC Project
Team
Kirubajiny Pasupathy: Reducing barriers for commercial adaptation of
Construction materials with low-embodied-carbon
Juliana Bedggood: Harnessing “clientness” to increase implementation of
low carbon practices in the built environment
Alex Jaimes Castillo: The microbial ecology of urban organic waste
treatment (compost)
Shae Hunter: Media and the ideal home: shaping carbon futures
Tom Haynes:Transform key relationships at the Pre-Design phase of
29/11/2016
building projects
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How to get involved
- Project level participation
- Node Membership & Steering Group
- Seminars, Webinars & Events
To find out more, contact
Professor Peter Graham
Swinburne University of Technology
pmgraham@swin.edu.au
Or
CRC for Low Carbon Living Ltd
Room 202-207, Level 2,
Tyree Energy Technologies Building
UNSW Sydney NSW 2052 Australia
E: info@lowcarbonlivingcrc.com.au
P: +61 2 9385 5402
F: +61 2 9385 5530
Twitter: @CRC_LCL

Node: University of
Melbourne
Post-carbon, Resilient
Future Cities

Post-carbon, Resilient Future Cities

The exploration of distributed systems architectures.
investigate the potential for, and the implications
of, more localised and networked infrastructure
systems as models for future urban development
and urban life.

Post-carbon, Resilient Future Cities

From centralised to distributed systems:

ENERGY WATER FOOD WASTE TRANSPORT INFORMATION

Post-carbon, Resilient Future Cities
Melbourne
Large re-development projects
Four council partners across the city
Research to inform councils and partners to shape the future

29/11/2016
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UniSA Research Node
for Low Carbon Living

15 November 2016

Governance and Management
Strategic Management Committee
Chair:
The Hon Dean Brown AO
Members:
Ms Monica Oliphant AO
Prof Deo Prasad AO
Ms Megan Antcliff
Mr Richard Turner
Mr Simon Schrapel
Prof Simon Beecham
Prof Wasim Saman
Research Leaders Committee
Chair
Prof Wasim Saman, School of Engineering
Members
Prof John Boland, School of IT & Mathematics
Prof Abbas Elmualim, School of Natural & Built Environments
Assoc Prof Anne Sharp, Business School
Dr Kathryn Davidson, School of Art, Architecture & Design
Dr Neil Coffee, School of Health Sciences
Staff
Leader:
Prof Wasim Saman
Manager:
Dr Stephen Berry
Administrators:
Ms Hayley Byford & Ms Karen McCarthy

2016 Activities
Industry & government engagement
 Industry Friends Forums
 Carbon Neutral Adelaide

Public engagement
 Lochiel Park community event
 Low Carbon Living Symposium

National events
 CRC-LCL/ASBEC National Housing Forum
 RP1024 National Launch

Media & Communications
 Communications training pilot
 Development of Node communications plan

Lochiel Park Community Engagement

Industry Friends Forum

National Housing Forum

Annual Low Carbon Living Symposium

Launch RP1024

Research Node for Low Carbon Living current PhD students
Photovoltaic/thermal
system for off-grid zero
energy homes
- Sleiman Farah

Child friendly precinct
design for low carbon
living: improving policies
and decision tools
- Hulya Gilbert

Optimising thermal
comfort for the top floor
of residential buildings
- Sormeh Sharifi

Carbon reductions from
composting food waste for
food production
- Charles Ling
Maximising renewable
energy in small community
precincts
- Kirrilee Rowe

Plus 10 PhD students working on other CRC Projects

Other CRC Research Projects
RP1024 Informing the next generation residential
energy assessment tools
RP1029 Integration of phase change thermal
storage into conventional and evaporative cooling
RP2002 Energy, Transport, Waste and Water
RP2005 Urban Microclimates
RP2008 Wastewater Biosolids
RP2017 Recycled Water Systems
RP2021 Greening Suburban Travel
RP3017 Adelaide Living Laboratories

Communications & Marketing

Future activities

 Continue to increase industry engagement
 Develop new industry funded research projects
 Advance Carbon Neutral Adelaide research in partnership with
the SA government
 Increase research impact of current projects
 Develop CRC-wide HDR communications training program
based on the Adelaide pilot
 Welcome new Node Leader

Thank You
To find out more, contact:

Dr Stephen Berry
stephen.berry@unisa.edu.au
Prof Wasim Saman
wasim.saman@unisa.edu.au

http://unisa.edu.au/research-node-for-low-carbon-living

Q&A : Developing an Adelaide
http://www.unisa.edu.au/lochiel-park
Node @ UniSA

Curtin and WA node

Curtin’s Node is about Regenerative Precincts.

CRC persons in WA – staff and PhDs
Peter Newman, Greg Morrison, Vanessa Rauland, Josh
Byrne, Jemma Green, Charlie Hargroves, Sam Hall, Brad
Pettit, Giles Thomson, Agata Cabanek, Mike Burbridge,
Sebastien Davies-Slate, Jess Breadsell, Subha Parida, Lio
Hebert, Robert Enker, Jane Loveday, Portia Odell, Tanya
Babaeff, Christine Eon, Darren Sharp
Recent appointments: James Egglestone, Paula Hanson,

Selected projects with impact

• Living Labs across the CRC LCL – business and commercialisation
• Joshs house and emerging system of practice approach to explain the
10 homes – Christine Eon PhD
• Multi stakeholder enablers and barriers for innovation on Greater
Curtin. Engagement in phase 1 with the investors and developers
• Zero carbon light rail through land value capture – Sebastian DS PhD.
• Low carbon schools (15) program as an exemplar – Vanessa and
Portia
• Residential landscapes and biophilic design and planning – Josh,
Agata, Jane PhDs
• WGV (White Gum Valley) demonstrating solar-storage – lots of PhDs

Greater Curtin
EOI from developers
on Stage 1 of GC has
happened.
Next phase is how to
enable innovation in all
areas of building,
construction,
landscaping and place
activation.
CUSP, and the 5 PhDs
in the Node working on
GC directly, will be
involved in this.

White Gum Valley, WGV
Major source of innovation and demonstration that
will be monitored for the GC Node and provided to
campus building and development as well as other
Precincts across the country.

Beyond WGV – Knutsford, BeacyWest, Brabham, Airport
Next phase of
research will be
working with
LandCorp, City
of Fremantle,
Airport and
others to go
‘beyond WGV’...
- Design
scenarios and
deliberative
processes
- Accreditation
using LBL
and
Ecodistricts

National Event in February 2017

Professor Jan Gehl
will be keynote speaker on
Monday February 13th
‘People Cities and Low Carbon Living’
Presentations on all CUSP precincts to show
they are better for people as well as the planet.
Other precinct presentations welcome….
29/11/2016
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Thank you

To find out more, contact
CRC for Low Carbon Living Ltd
Room 202-207, Level 2,
Tyree Energy Technologies Building
UNSW Sydney NSW 2052 Australia
E: info@lowcarbonlivingcrc.com.au
P: +61 2 9385 5402
F: +61 2 9385 5530
Twitter: @CRC_LCL

University of
Wollongong:
Node of Excellence
(forthcoming)
Prof Paul Cooper
Director
Sustainable Buildings Research Centre (SBRC)
15 November 2016

UOW Key Research Teams
•

Sustainable Buildings Research Centre
(SBRC)
– Retrofitting for Resilient and Sustainable
Buildings
– Energy generation, use and storage
systems
– Indoor Environment Building Physics
– Modelling and Decision Support Systems
– Advanced construction systems

•

SMART Infrastructure Facility
–
–
–

•

Housing Stock Performance Mapping
Transport, liveable cities, etc.
Water and energy infrastructure systems

Australian Centre for Cultural
Environmental Research (AUSCCER)
–

11/29/2016

Household sustainability practices/perceptions
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The Sustainable Buildings Research
Centre Building and Facilities
SBRC is the first
certified 6 Star Green
Star Building in the
Illawarra Region
Won the Australian
Institute of Architects
NSW Sustainable
Building Award 2015.
Aiming to be first
Australian building to
achieve “Living Building
Challenge” certification.
Research infrastructure




11/29/2016

Microgrid
Ground source heat pumps
HVAC/IEQ test facility
Energy storage systems

PV and micro-grid

Two-storey
office wing

PV-thermal
system

160kW
PV array

Large component
test laboratory

Ground
source heat
pumps

EV charging
stations to come
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Product development and test facilities
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Building Envelope Research: PVT, Transpired Solar
Collector, Cool and Green Roofs

11/29/2016
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TEAM UOW - SOLAR DECATHLON HOUSE

11/29/2016
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TRANSFORMING OUR HOUSES...

11/29/2016
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... INTO SUSTAINABLE HOMES

11/29/2016
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UOW Sustainability Street Innovation Precinct

11/29/2016
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Energy+Illawarra Retrofit Program
•
•
•
•

Custom-built Building Characterization
Audit tool developed.
Up to 2,000 items of data/home
200 homes audited.
Range of 19 energy efficiency retrofits to be
prioritised for each home, e.g.:
–
–
–
–
–

Solar/Heat Pump Hot Water system
Draught-sealing
Ceiling insulation
New fridge
High efficiency heating/cooling system

• Participants from a vulnerable
demographic.
– low-income
– older >60yr

11/29/2016
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Summary of Industry and Government Engagement
• Government:
– Commonwealth Low Income Energy Efficiency Program
– OEH: Housing Stock Mapping; Typologies; Community Housing upgrades;
Appliances.
– LGA: Sustainable Port Kembla Community Investment Fund project.

• Aged care research (IEQ effects on residents/staff, retrofitting, etc.)
• Community housing providers (through RP3044 ‘Mainstreaming Low
Carbon Retrofits in Community Housing)
• Commercial projects with both SMEs and large companies e.g.
– HVAC control systems
– Hybrid ventilation.

• Development of new construction systems with BlueScope and other
partners (under auspices of Australian Steel Research Hub).
• UOW Sustainability Street Innovation Precinct.
• Solar Decathlon Middle East 2018 project.
11/29/2016
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Thank you
COME TO ….
IREE 2017 ‘Improving Residential Energy Efficiency’
International Conference
UOW 16-17 February 2017

iree.org.au

Session 3
Engaged Communities and
Capacity Building

RP3028 - A “virtual market” for analysing
the uptake of energy efficiency measures
in the residential and commercial sectors

James McGregor
Project Director (Major Projects)
CSIRO
15 November 2016
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to add
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to add

Defining the Problem
Research Challenge
The low uptake of cost effective, energy efficient
retrofits for commercial buildings suggests that
economic considerations are not the sole determinant
for their adoption. Socio-psychological segmentation
studies provide additional determinants of consumption
behaviour reflecting important lifestyle, attitudinal, risk,
familiarity of technology, cultural and other forms of
demographic preferences.

How do we mobilise this carbon abatement
potential? Low uptake suggests economic
considerations are not the sole determinant for
adoption.

Project Objectives
This project set out to:
1. Develop an Agent-Based Modelling (ABM) framework
to identify and understand the network relationships
between key decision makers in different locations and
their complex response to intervention options.
2. Develop a virtual market to help assess the impact of
interventions/programs for promoting building energy
efficiency retrofits.

Australian 2020 Carbon Abatement Cost Curve
Source – McKinsey Consulting

3. Develop a suite of tools to assist policy
implementation.
29/11/2016
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Residential Buildings Model

11/29/2016
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UTILITY ~ Social plus
Existential need fulfilment

Consumat matrix

Repetition

Inquiry

Optimisation

Imitation

UNCERTAINTY ~ Conflicting
information or uncertain
perceptions
11/29/2016
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Empirically assigned Ambition profiles

Individually assigned based on OEH data! Within Typologies.
11/29/2016
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MODEL Elements
Likelihood of
purchase

N Householder
agents

Fridge age

Ambitions re price,
electricity use and
lifestyle
Credit
requirement
s

Overall uptake of
energy efficient
fridges

Decision point

Performance of
fridges (price,
electricity use,
lifestyle)

Social
vulnerability
Information
sources
sought

Availability of
options as a
function of uptake

11/29/2016
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Recommendatio
ns

OEH survey
(vulnerable
households)
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Scenario
• Make interest free credit available
a) No interest credit available through suitable retailer (Harvey Norman)
b) Need for credit / barrier to purchase is determined through a social vulnerability
score calculated based on survey responses
c) Assumed that householders shop around for where they can find credit… i.e.
they’ll check 10 retail outlets (based on their relative frequency as a purchase
location in the data)
• Subsidy
a) Changed price performance, which in turn changes recommendations etc
• Shifting retailers
a) Making retailers more likely to recommend energy efficient fridges
b) Based on change of weights which feed into their choice-model, i.e. by
prioritising energy efficiency more
c) This scenario involves shifting the following retailers: Harvey Norman, Dick
Smith (?!)…, JB Hifi, Tradespeople (currently treated as one information
source)

11/29/2016
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Baseline

Credit support

35%

70%

30%

60%

25%

50%

20%

40%

+35%

15%

30%

10%

20%

5%

10%

0%
2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

0%
2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

+31%

Shift retailer priorities

Subsidy
60%
70%
50%

60%
50%

40%

40%

30%

30%

20%

20%

10%

10%
0%
2010

0%
2010
2015

2020

2025

11/29/2016
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2015

2020

2025

2030

2030
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Modes: In case you’re interested

• Baseline

• Subsidy

Mode proportions
Imitate

Repeat

Optimize

Modes
Inquiry

Imitate

40%

45%

35%

40%

Repeat

Optimize

Inquiry

35%

30%

30%

25%

25%
20%
20%
15%

15%

10%

10%

5%
0%
2010

5%
2015

2020
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2025

2030

2035
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0%
2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

2035

Commercial Buildings Model

11/29/2016
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Commercial Building Policy Decision Support Tool

Barriers to Retro-fit Model
(Bayesian Belief Network Model)

Building technical agent based
model
Building typology agents
Agent Energy models
Agent Financial model

Diffusion Uptake
Modelling

Demographic and program data
sets
Energy usage data sets
Building data (size, type, location,
ownership)
Socio-economic data

Building non-technical agent
based model
Stakeholder agents (owner, tenant)
Barriers probability model

Model Output

29/11/2016
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The model combines a number of agent based models to
predict the change in BAU for energy efficiency upgrades in
commercial building due to policy interventions.
Key model components include
Building technical ABM – used to understand the
energy and financial performance of commercial
buildings due to various technology options
Building non-technical ABM – used to model the
complex interaction between various barriers to
retrofit to represent behaviour of key stakeholders
(tenant, owner) to determine likelihood of upgrade
being implemented.
Employs CSIRO existing methods in mathematical
diffusion, multi-criteria analysis and choice modelling, to
accommodate the multiple financial, non-financial variables
and barriers associated with diffusion of retrofit
technologies or behaviour change to their usage. This will
allow complex policy and behavioural change programs to
be tested and better targeted to owners and tenants, to
maximise impacts in reducing carbon emissions in existing
building stock.
Model output provides predicted uptake (sqm of office
space) of energy efficiency options by LGA by time interval
ie where will upgrades occur and when.
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Example Policy Evaluation – NSW Environmental Upgrade Agreements
Scenario 4 – All LGA’s – Central Admin
Application – PV (commercial)
Building Type – All
Policy cost – $ 9.2M
Uptake – 81 buildings (1350% increase)
Energy savings – 1,230,000MWh (340% increase)

Distribution of floorspace (sq.m) by LGA from PV uptake after 5 years (period
26) under WI_100.
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Top 10 LGA’s
Scenario

Period

LGA

Uptake
FlrSpace
(sqm)

4

26

GreaterTaree

37097.55

4

26

Albury

40452.46

4

26

LakeMacquarie

21956.97

4

26

Parramatta

45569.55

4

26

Penrith

42201.78

4

26

Newcastle

24856.89

4

26

ClarenceValley

11104.69

4

26

Dubbo

16788.99

4

26

Hawkesbury

17925.03

4

26

Lismore

15771.32

Example Policy Evaluation – NSW Energy Saving Scheme
Policy Design vs Marketing
Scenario – ESS no change
Participation rate – 25%
ESC - $28
Application – Lighting
Period – Year 5
Building Type – All
Policy cost – $ 0.15M
Uptake – (8)
Energy savings – -3TJ
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Scenario – ESS no change
Participation rate – 60%
ESC - $28
Application – Lighting
Period – Year 5
Building Type – All
Policy cost – $ 0.18M
Uptake – (4)
Energy savings – 10TJ
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Scenario – ESS no change
Participation rate – 100%
ESC - $28
Application – Lighting
Period – Year 5
Building Type – All
Policy cost – $ 0.12M
Uptake – 1
Energy savings – 17TJ

Example Policy Evaluation – Policy vs Regulation
Total Energy Savings Year 4
500000000

400000000

MWh

300000000

200000000

100000000

0
Scen1A (nil
Subsidy)

Scen1A (100%
Subsidy)

Scen1B (nil
Subsidy)

Scen1B (100%
Subsidy)

-100000000
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Scen 2 (25%
Awareness)

Scen 2 (100%
Awareness)

Scen 3 (BAU)

Scen 3
(Enhanced)

Conclusion
• The project has developed a unique modelling approach to
allow key stakeholders to simulate various interventions to
create incentives to improve the energy performance of the
existing building stock.
• This tool could help to achieve substantial improvements in
energy efficiency uptake to gain better value for public
investment and help inform the planning of new and
existing policies.

29/11/2016
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Thank you

To find out more, contact:

Alternatively contact:

CRC for Low Carbon Living Ltd
www.lowcarbonlivingcrc.com.au

CSIRO
James McGregor

Room 202-207, Level 2
Tyree Energy Technologies Building
UNSW Sydney NSW 2052 Australia

Project Director (Major Projects)
E: james.mcgregor@csiro.au

Twitter: @CRC_LCL
info@lowcarbonlivingcrc.com.au
P: +61 2 9385 5402
F: +61 2 9385 5530

29/11/2016
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Participants Annual
Forum
15 November 2016

Tweeting your low carbon renovation?
Social networks and media
Kath Hulse & Aneta Podkalicka

The carbon challenge (or opportunity)

• Est. 9m established homes in Australia
– new stock adds less than 2% per annum
– 11% of all carbon dioxide emissions due to direct energy
consumption in the home
– Biggest contributors: heating cooling (40%); appliances/equipment
incl. cooking, refrigeration (33%); water heating (21%); lighting (8%)

• Opportunity to reduce carbon dioxide emissions
when renovating existing housing
– Est $31.4b expenditure on home renovations (HIA 2016)
– Repairs/modernisation, kitchens, bathrooms, family room
extensions and some upper storey extensions
11/29/2016
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Contribution of project to the challenge or opportunity

Communication strategies that encourage energy efficient
features as integral part of mainstream home renovations

• Home renovators
– Many smaller
renovations
– DIY to professional
– Balance of emotional
and financial factors

• Industry sector
– Many small firms
– Lone operators and
sub-contract
– Financial considerations

Intermediaries: product manufacturers, installers, local
councils, building suppliers, retailers, NFPs, etc. and media

Contribution of project to the challenge/opportunity
Communication about energy efficient home renovations in
rapidly changing media ecology
• Media context is layered
and multifaceted:
– Traditional media: cultural
context (values, tastes, etc.)
– Digital and social media
shapes consumption
through informal/peer-topeer mechanisms of
communication, learning
and knowledge sharing
– Mobile technology

Traditional media:
Broadcast (TV,
radio)
Print (magazines,
papers)

Media studies, e.g.:
Jenkins, H., Ford, S., Green, J. (2013) Spreadable Media: Creating
Value and Meaning in a Networked Culture. NYU Press.
Milberry, K. (2012) ‘Media Ecology’ Oxford Bibliographies Online
Research Guides.

Digital and social
media:
Internet (websites,
blogs, digital
magazines)
Apps (e.g. Houzz)
Social network sites
(Twitter, Instagram,
Facebook)

Devices:
Smart phone
IPad
Laptop
PC

211

Contribution – understanding media ecology

Motivations, practices, visual
communication, human stories, trust,
personal networks, share information

‘I’d just Google it’:
media and home
renovation practices
in Australia

Plural and interconnected media use
across range of media devices,
content and applications, traditional
and digital/social media; role of
intermediaries; two way conversations
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Hashtag
Sustainability? Home
Renovators’ Media
World

21
2

Tweeting……………

29/11/2016
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Replying ≈ engaging
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More tweeting……………………….
Table1: Most popular hashtags related to the sustainable
renovation market

#home

534,825

#solar

145,127

#sustainability

108,035

#environment

101,398

#renewables

46,884

#reno

31,304

#thrift

7,553

#ecofriendly

4,666

#savemoney

4,473

#greenenergy

2,506

#homedesign

2,269

#saveenergy

1,502

#lowcarbon

1,094

#sustainablerenovation

1

Source: Authors’ original analysis of Twitter in TriSIMA
Note: The number of tweets are from the start of TrISMA in 2007 to July 2016.

Using the project
findings – design
thinking and insights
House typology matters as
much as Persona
Mainstreaming sustainable
living is goal
Better communication not
information
3 workshops, 5 journey stages
– renovation accelerator (3
moments?)
Existing social media, digital
tools, e.g. Pinterest
Target market ($50-$250k)
engaging a building
professional
Livability 17 things provide
alternative discourse
Renovators and professionals
may need new skills

Living
‘domestic
normality’

Experiencing
‘renovated
domestic life’

• 3 design
thinking codesign
workshops
2016-2017
• 15-25 multiactor
stakeholder
interaction
• Discover
renovator
accelerator

Deciding
‘dotting I’s’

Renovation
Stages
inspired from
UK VERD
Tyndall/UEA
Study

Thinking ‘the
slippery
slope’

Planning
‘resolving
intentions’

Thank you

To find out more, contact
CRC for Low Carbon Living Ltd
Room 202-207, Level 2,
Tyree Energy Technologies Building
UNSW Sydney NSW 2052 Australia
E: info@lowcarbonlivingcrc.com.au
P: +61 2 9385 5402
F: +61 2 9385 5530
Twitter: @CRC_LCL
Or the presenters
khulse@swin.edu.au
aneta.podkalicka@monash.edu

The Swinburne research team:
Kath Hulse, Aneta Podkalicka, Esther Milne, Gavin Melles
and Tomi Winfree
PhD students: Shae Hunter and Aggeliki Aggeli
Publications:
Hulse, K., Podkalicka, A., Milne, E., Winfree, T. and
Melles, G. (2015) ‘I’d just Google it’: media and home
renovation practices in Australia, CRC for Low Carbon
Living, Sydney
Podkalicka, A., Milne, E., Hulse, K., Winfree, T. and
Melles, G. (2016/17) Hashtag Sustainability? Home
Renovators’ Media World. CRC for Low Carbon Living,
Sydney (forthcoming)
More about TriSMA social media infrastructure
This research was supported by infrastructure provided
through the Australian Research Council-funded
project TrISMA: Tracking Infrastructure for Social Media
Analysis (LIEF grant LE140100148).
Bruns, A., Burgess, J., Banks, J., Tjondronegoro, D.,
Dreiling, A., Hartley, J., Leaver, T., Aly, A., Highfield, T.,
Wilken, R., Rennie, E., Lusher, D., Allen, M., Marshall, D.,
Demitrious, K., Sadkowsky, T. (2015). TrISMA: Tracking
Infrastructure for Social Media Analysis, http://trisma.org.

Urban Resilience: A
Policy Framework
Adriana Sanchez-Gomez
15 November 2016

The Problem of Climate Change

29/11/2016
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Urban Vulnerabilities
Terror
attacks

Pandemics
Cyber
attacks

Unemployment

Extreme
weather

Heat
waves

Financial
crisis

Sea
level
rise

Lack of
social
cohesion

Lack of
economic
diversity

Reference: City of Sydney, 2016, Resilient Sydney – City Context report

Poverty

…?

The New Resilience Paradigm
Engineering R
Returning to
normal after
shock
(bouncing
back)

Socio-ecological R
Dynamic system
withstands disturbances,
self-organises and
builds capacity to
adapt; social and
ecological components

Ecological R
Buffer capacity
to withstand
shocks and
move to multiple
equilibria
29/11/2016

Sustainable R
Sustained proactive and
coordinated approach to
disturbance risk mitigation
and adaptation (short,
medium and long-term);
technology as part of
dynamic system.

Evolutionary R
Constantly changing
dynamic systems;
disturbances are
opportunities for
bouncing forward
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The New Resilience Paradigm

What we know now is that anything can happen…. So if
we can get working models of multi-agency response…
then we’ll deal with whatever is thrown at us
Superintendent Karen McCarthy, Commander EBLAC,
NSW Police

The resilience mindset goes beyond what the catalyst
incident is and goes to the root-causes
Michael Berkowitz, President of 100RC
29/11/2016
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The Challenge
• Long-term complex goals vs policy cycles

Reference: MacDonald, 2013, Climate Change Strategies 101, Earth Common Journal, 3(1)

The Challenge
• Complex and dynamic systems surrounded by
uncertainty

Reference: IPCC, 2014, Fifth Assessment Report

The Challenge
• Changing way we manage cities

……

……

……

The Challenge
• Policy literature gaps about sustained action

100 years

The Research
•

What policy structures can drive long-term urban

•

resilience?
What drivers, implementation enablers, gaps and
governance tools are important to successful
implementation?

•

What indicators can be used to learn from policy actions

across geographies?

The Research
Long-term

Holistic

Proactive

Dynamic
Policy framework
Literature
Experts

Case
studies

Drivers

Enablers

Tools

Gaps

Learning from the others
Language
and scope
Interactions

Multi-level/actor
network
Incentives for
creative
opportunism

Integration
Relevance
Life-cycle
perspective
Monitoring
mechanism

Long-term
Resilience
Policy
Information
Information ScienceInfrastructure practice

Financial
sustainability
Budget
coordinatio
Private n
investment
Information
literacy

Thank you

To find out more, contact
CRC for Low Carbon Living Ltd
Room 202-207, Level 2,
Tyree Energy Technologies Building
UNSW Sydney NSW 2052 Australia
E: info@lowcarbonlivingcrc.com.au
P: +61 2 9385 5402
F: +61 2 9385 5530
Twitter: @CRC_LCL

Social Psychology of
Low Carbon Behavioural
Practice
Miss Rebekah Anderson
PhD Candidate,
University of Melbourne
rebekaha@student.unimelb.edu.au

Carbon-Relevant Household Behaviours in Australia

• Australian greenhouse gas emissions amongst
the highest in the world per capita, appear to be
increasing. (Fielding, Thompson, Louis, & Warren, 2010;
Garnaut, 2008)

• Approx 30% of carbon emissions attributable to
household behaviours (Royal Commission on
Environmental Pollution, 2000; Swan & Urgusal, 2009).

So What do We Want to Do?

To be able to model, and thus predict, carbonrelevant household behaviour.

The Reasoned Action Approach (Fishbein & Ajzen, 2010)

The Reasoned Action Approach (Fishbein & Ajzen, 2010)

Why Does that Matter?

Context key in:
Purchase decisions
- e.g. the decision to purchase an energy-efficient
fridge or solar panels.
Habits
- e.g. turning off the lights when leaving a room.

Enter Social Practice Theory (Shove et al., 2012)

An Ideal Marriage of Theoretical Strengths

How Do We Go About Testing This?

How Do We Go About Testing This?

Asked sample of 117 Australian Homeowners and
renters for their beliefs about:
• Outcomes
• Norms
• Control
(Standard Reasoned Action Approach procedure)

• Materials
• Meanings
• Competences
(3 Social Practice Theory aspects of context)

How Do We Go About Testing This?

Can Social Practice Theory Augment the Reasoned Action
Approach?

Can Social Practice Theory Augment the Reasoned Action
Approach?

Can Social Practice Theory Augment the Reasoned Action
Approach?

Can Social Practice Theory Augment the Reasoned Action
Approach?

Can Social Practice Theory Augment the Reasoned Action
Approach?

Can Social Practice Theory Augment the Reasoned Action
Approach?
Knowledge/ Awareness/ Understanding
Help/ Involvement of others
Physical Attributes
Tools/ Hardware
Prosocial
Affect

Can Social Practice Theory Augment the Reasoned Action
Approach?

Thank you

To find out more, contact
CRC for Low Carbon Living Ltd
Room 202-207, Level 2,
Tyree Energy Technologies Building
UNSW Sydney NSW 2052 Australia
E: info@lowcarbonlivingcrc.com.au
P: +61 2 9385 5402
F: +61 2 9385 5530
Twitter: @CRC_LCL

Feeling the heat of energy poverty:
Lower income barriers to low carbon living (RP3038)

• Researchers:
– Bruce Judd & Edgar Liu, City Futures Research Centre, UNSW

• Project partners:
– Salvation Army, NSW OEH, & National Council for the Ageing

• Aim:
– to identify barriers that different lower income households1 face
in reducing carbon consumption to provide an evidence base
for policymakers to improve low carbon living outcomes amongst
this socioeconomically disadvantaged group of households across
metropolitan and regional Australia
1. Households with gross income in the two lowest quintiles of their state/territory's capital city

11/29/2016
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Methodology
• Literature and policy reviews
• Focus group discussions with lower income households
(incl. survey + 3 scenarios) [23 groups  164 households]
–
–
–
–

Single-parent families
Large families (5 or more members)
Young singles (18-35)
Older singles and couples (65+)

• Stakeholder interviews [14 interviews  18 stakeholders]
– Advocacy groups (environmental, housing, social welfare)
– Housing providers
– Charitable organisations

• Policy workshops [4 workshops  33 participants]
– Government, advocacy, community service organisations
11/29/2016
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Case studies
NSW: Sydney +
Raymond Terrace
SA: Adelaide +
Murray Bridge
TAS: Hobart +
New Norfolk
NT: Darwin +
Katherine

11/29/2016
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Participant overview
Household type
Capital city

6%

35%

Regional centre 4%

10%

33%

0%

49%

14%

25%

49%

50%

Young singles (18-35)
Larger households

75%

100%

Single-parent families
Older singles and couples

Tenure
Capital city

31%

Regional centre

35%
0%

Rent public housing
Own outright
11/29/2016

34%

20%

37%
40%

60%

Rent community housing
Own with mortgage

80%

100%

Rent privately
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Participant overview
Household income
Capital city

17%

83%

Regional centre

80%
0%

25%

20%
50%

1st quintile

75%

100%

2nd quintile

Main income source
Capital city
Regional centre

36%
29%
0%

20%

52%
59%
40%

Salary/wage
Self-funded
Other government allowances
11/29/2016

60%

80%

100%

Retirement pensions
Age pension
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Financial barriers

• Costs increasing far quicker than income
2.25
2
1.75
1.5
1.25
1
2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

NSW Source:
• ABS (2016)
VIC
• Chester (2015)
QLD
SA
WA
Tas
NT
ACT
Avg. benefit increase
CPI (All)

• Costs of low carbon technologies
– Young single, NSW: “You can go to ALDI and get a fridge for $200,
but it might not have the same stars as if I go to Harvey Norman and
get the one with the five stars. But it's $800. It's like well it's either
11/29/2016
$200 or $800. I have to go with the $200 because I don't have the 258
money to go and buy the expensive one.”

Non-financial barriers

• Tenure, especially for renters (split-incentives)
– Older couple, Tas: “The landlord wasn't interested in insulation. We
offered to put solar panels but he wouldn't hear of it and not
interested in insulating the ceilings which is a pity.”

• Pride & embarrassment
– Older single, Tas: “We come from a different time where you don't
ask for charity.”

11/29/2016
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Compensating behaviours

• Selective heating / cooling
– Older single, NT: “I've got ceiling fans in my bedroom and in the
lounge room. I find that they do work but when it gets to 42, 43°C,
you haven't got a hope.”

• Skipping meals / medication
– Older single, Tas: “I mainly skip meals. I've gone four days without
eating…because I've had a bill I've got to pay.”

• Reducing usage
– Older couple, SA: “We go to bed early so that we don't use the
power. We'll go to bed at seven o'clock.”

• Seeking assistance on other essentials
– Young single, SA: “I just find it's easier to go there [charitable
11/29/2016
organisation] and ask for a food voucher or food assistance, and
then just use your money to pay for your bill.”
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Impacts

• On health
– Older single, NSW: “In winter of course, the chill gets in. I had
pneumonia three times last year. So yeah, the heating is definitely a
must”.

• On quality of life
– Older couple, TAS: “I stay in bed all day if I stay home. My doctor
doesn't like me doing that. Just pull the blankets over your head and
forget the world exists. Because you can't afford…”

• On social well-being
– Single-parent, SA: “My youngest daughter, she's pregnant, just
about to have a baby. I won't be able to go and see that baby unless
it's in that week where it's budgeted. She wants me to be there
when the baby's born and unless it's in that week it's not going to
11/29/2016
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happen.”

Changing the game

• Better, more accessible information
– Older single, NSW: “I said it's too bloody complicated. Can you give
us a simple English – what's going on?”
– Older single, SA: “put on the bottom of that are you aware that you
can get concessions or rebates through this, this and this”

• Assistance that is fit for purpose
– Charitable organisation: “When we do e-voucher we have to ring.
The bill has to be overdue before we can do that. [Facilitator: So
that adds a cost to them because there’s an overdue penalty.] Yes.”

11/29/2016
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Changing the game

• Addressing split-incentives
– Single-parent, Tas: “Laws about rentals. I think there should be, all
rentals should have the door seals like I explained to you before,
and some sort of energy efficient heating I guess. But simple things
like that – insulation standards, make sure the batts in the ceiling
are x amount of thickness, and simple things like that.”
– Charitable organisation: “So if they, for instance, make their home a
little bit more energy smart that they could get some kind of tax
reduction on their investments or something like that, that would
be… again, if you're an investor you're in it for financial reasons.”

11/29/2016
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Changing the game

• Political frustrations
– Older single, NSW: “Change their policy. Decide they want to run
clean energy sources, not necessarily solar on its own but clean
energy in general.”
– Housing advocate: “There was legislation brought into South
Australia some years ago that’s legislated what hot water services
can run in South Australia. It’s not an option, so you’ve either got to
have, I think, a gas boosted one or solar one. You can’t have the
expensive electric hot water services in any house in South
Australia.”

11/29/2016
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Potential carbon savings (t CO2-e)
Carbon
reduction per
household p.a.

25% uptake

50% uptake

100% uptake

Switching from coal-fired
electricity to domestic
solar electricity
generation

1.835

1,123,186

2,246,365

4,492,725

Switching from electric
hot water system to solar
hot water system

2.0

1,233,891

2,467,777

4,935,547

Switching from a low-star
to 4-star refrigerator

0.567

347,501

695,000

1,389,999

All three scenarios
adopted

4.402

2,704,578

5,409,142

10,818,271

Scenarios

11/29/2016
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Conclusion

• Support for LCL positively strong, but…
• A range of financial & non-financial barriers
– Split-incentives noted as most limiting

• Combined approach of:
– Hand-up, not a hand-out
– Policy facilitation

• Lessons applicable to govt, energy industry, NGOs
References
–
–
11/29/2016

ABS (2016) Consumer price index, Australia, Jun 2016, Cat. No. 6401.0. Australian Bureau of Statistics,
Canberra
Chester, L. (2015) “The privatisation of Australian electricity: Claims, myths and facts”, The Economic and Labour
267
Relations Review 26(2): 218-240.

Thank you

To find out more, contact
CRC for Low Carbon Living Ltd
Room 202-207, Level 2,
Tyree Energy Technologies Building
UNSW Sydney NSW 2052 Australia
E: info@lowcarbonlivingcrc.com.au
P: +61 2 9385 5402
F: +61 2 9385 5530
Twitter: @CRC_LCL

Keynote
Dr Brian Motherway
International Energy Agency (IEA)

Driving global progress on energy efficiency

Brian Motherway
15 November, 2016

Energy efficiency at the IEA
• The IEA as a global voice for energy efficiency
• Combining analysis, policy advice and knowledge exchange
• A focus on integration and implementation
• Engagement with large emerging economies

© IEA 2016

Energy Efficiency Market Report 2016
Energy efficiency core indicators
Policy drivers of the efficiency market
The impact of changing energy prices
Investment and market development

© IEA 2016

Policy delivers the benefits of energy efficiency
• Energy efficiency is the one energy resource all countries possess in
abundance, and is an essential part of delivering all energy goals.
• Global energy efficiency gains are accelerating, even in the current low
price environment.
• 2015 saw global investment in energy efficiency grow 6% to $221 billion.
• Energy efficiency is now at a scale to influence global energy markets,
and is becoming more central in climate change responses.
• Strong Government policies are essential to deliver the energy efficiency
improvements the world requires.
© IEA 2016

Intensity improving but not fast enough
Global annual energy intensity gains
0.0%

-1.0%

-2.0%

-3.0%

2003-13

2013-14

2014-15

2016-30
(2 degree goal)

In 2015, global intensity improved by three times the average of the last decade, despite a low price
environment. Intensity gains need to increase to 2.6% to achieve our climate goals.

Energy efficiency is saving CO2 emissions
CO2 emissions savings from efficiency improvements since 2000 in IEA countries and China
3.5
3.0

GtCO2

2.5

IEA countries

2.0
1.5
1.0

China

0.5
0.0

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

In 2015, efficiency gains in IEA and China reduced their combined emissions by 15%. Efficiency
policy in China has become one of the most important global actions to reduce emissions.

China - an energy efficiency heavyweight
Primary energy savings from efficiency gains since 2000 and renewable energy supply in China

15

Energy Savings
Other

EJ

10
5

Natural gas

0

Oil

-5

Coal
Renewable energy supply

-10
2000

2005

2010

2014

Dramatic progress on energy efficiency since 2006 saved 350 million tonnes of coal in 2014. Energy
savings are as large as China’s renewable energy supply.

Gains are driven by the expansion of policy
Share of global energy use covered by mandatory standards and regulations
Lighting
Light-duty vehicles
2015

Space heating
Appliances
Heavy-duty vehicles

2000

Electric motors
World total
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

30% of the world's energy consumption is now covered by mandatory standards and regulations,
up from 11% in 2000.

Standards protecting against price falls

10

11.5

8

10.5

6

9.5

4

8.5

2

7.5

0

6.5
2010
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2014

Fuel economy
(right axis)
Lge per 100 km

Sales (millions)

Sales and average annual fuel economy of light-duty trucks, United States

2015

Light-duty truck sales hit record levels in the United States in 2015, but standards ensured overall
new vehicle fleet efficiency still improved.

Action in cities will be critical
Final energy demand in the 4DS

Urban non-OECD

Urban OECD

Two-thirds of the growth in global energy demand to 2050 comes
from cities in emerging and developing economies
© IEA 2016

Heating and cooling drive growth
Global urban heating and cooling demand
40
Cooling
Non-OECD

EJ

30

OECD
Cooling

20

Heating
Heating
Non-OECD

10

OECD
0

4DS
2013

2DS
2050

Heating and cooling energy demand in cities can be reduced by 25% without
compromising thermal comfort, particularly cooling in emerging economies
© IEA 2016

Cities can innovate

• Can take action at smaller scale and faster pace
• Use procurement and purchasing power
• Stimulate new finance and business models
• The value of connections with citizens

© IEA 2016

Concluding messages
• Global energy intensity improvement is accelerating, despite
declining energy prices, but more is required
• Policy delivers, but stronger policy is required
• Energy efficiency requires a focus on implementation
• Countries and cities can learn from each other on energy
efficiency. The IEA will continue to lead global analysis and
knowledge exchange.

© IEA 2016

Thank you

energyefficiency@iea.org

© IEA 2016

Session 4
Panel
Towards Global Best Practice in
Building Policy and Regulation
Sandy Hollway AO (CRCLCL Deputy Chair)
Philip Harrington (SPR)
Jonathan Cartledge (Green Building Council Australia)
Prof Peter Graham (Swinburne University)
Prof. Per Heiselberg (Aalborg University)

GLOBAL BEST PRACTICE FOR
LOW CARBON OUTCOMES
IN THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT
PHILIP HARRINGTON - PRINCIPAL, Strategy. Policy. Research.
CRCLCL ANNUAL FORUM
15/16 NOVEMBER 2016

strategypolicyresearch.com.au

SPR

ABOUT
•
•

SPR is the new brand for the
former pitt&sherry Carbon &
Energy Team
My background:

•

Federal Govt: ~20 years (energy
efficiency, renewables, carbon
policy)

•

IEA (Energy Efficiency Policy
Analysis) and OECD ~7 years

•
•
•

State Govt, NEM regulatory roles
Electricity business
Consulting ~9 years

•

Recent projects:

•
•

Carbon Neutral Adelaide

•

Sydney’s Energy Efficiency Master
Plan, SSPs

•
•
•

ACT CC Action Plan 2

•
•

Research program for NCC2019

Net Zero High Rise Residential in
Aust.

G20 Energy Efficiency Action Plan
Pathway to 2020 (+ 2016
updates)
With Energy Action, developing
stringencies, BCA for NCC2019

strategypolicyresearch.com.au

SPR

BACKGROUND
• New CRCLCL project exploring global best
practices for policy and regulation of
energy/carbon outcomes in the built environment

• National Forum expected in March/April 2017
• Research led by SPR with assistance from Virginia
Toller, Dept of the Environment & Energy

• Steering Committee:

Sandy Holloway (Deputy Chair,
CRCLCL), Deo Prasad (CEO CRCLCL), Chris Hickey
(OEH), Chris Derksema
(CoS), Andrew Pankowski
strategypolicyresearch.com.au
(DEE), Kate Lynch (DPAC)

SPR

TERMS OF REFERENCE
1.

Discuss the different ways in which policy and regulation
affect carbon outcomes in the built environment

2.
3.

Describe the policy and regulatory landscape in Australia

4.

Draw out similarities and differences, and address a range
of key issues

5.

As a basis for debate and possible further research,
describe an ideal suite of policies/regulations for Australia,
across all three levels of government

Describe the policy and regulatory landscape in comparable
countries

strategypolicyresearch.com.au

SPR

CONTEXT

• Policy and regulation in this area has been
fiercely contested for 20 – 30 years

• The need to act urgently on climate change is
(still) questioned

• Industry concerned about additional costs,
housing affordability

• Regulators see this as non-core business for
the Code

strategypolicyresearch.com.au

SPR

• Governments wary of any market intervention

OUTCOMES
• Some niches performing well, eg, premium CBD offices
• ~15% of new housing @ 7 star or more; solar PV

• But standards are low relative to economic optimums and
best practices (Pathway to 2020, 2016 Updates)
• State variations lower, BASIX, NT, Qld – despite IGA and without
RISs

• Majority of buildings built to, or below, minimum
standards
• NEEBP reported widespread non-compliance – but few audits

•

done
Product switching post-compliance, non-compliance with
Australian Standards
strategypolicyresearch.com.au
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MARKET BARRIERS, FAILURES
• Not a fan of this language – we should consider all
market outcomes and impacts based on evidence –
however, key market attributes include:

•

Undemanding consumers – mild climate, low energy costs
(in the past), low understanding of issues and opportunities,
misplaced trust

•

Large parts of industry have low skills and awareness of
sustainability issues, antithetical

•

Education/professional development systems not effective
strategypolicyresearch.com.au

SPR

MARKET BARRIERS, FAILURES
• Energy/carbon performance a relatively minor
consideration when choosing housing, buildings

• Location, amenity
• Comfort/efficiency largely invisible

• Split incentives in
development/construction/management
(commercial)

• Mutual disempowerment
• Owner occupiers?

strategypolicyresearch.com.au

SPR

GOVERNMENT FAILURES
• Governance of policy is highly fragmented
• Local govt, state govt, three Federal Depts, ABCB,
Building Ministers’ Forum, COAG

• Policy settings refreshed at long intervals and with
low ambition

• Standards are low and poorly enforced
• Decision-making is politicised, not evidence-based

• Policy & public good research is limited
• Accreditation ofstrategypolicyresearch.com.au
practitioners not mandatory
in
SPR

QUOTES FROM NEEBP
• “You have to understand - we don’t have a system of
regulating buildings in Australia; we have a system to
make it look like we are regulating buildings in
Australia”

•

CEO of a building industry association

• “It’s not my job, and I was never given a budget to
do it”

•

State building commissioner

• “No-one cares, and no-one’s looking”
•

Senior State building official
strategypolicyresearch.com.au
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SUCCESSFUL POLICIES IN AUSTRALIA?
• NABERS and CBD
•

Mandatory disclosure of real data to empower markets

• But very few buildings/spaces covered

•…
• Once would have included MEPS/labelling
• Retailer obligations schemes, but modest in ambition
• State and local government targets, but limited
policy in the built environment
strategypolicyresearch.com.au

SPR

RESEARCH
• Identify examples of good policies, and how/why
they work

•
•

Integration of multiple instruments around a clear vision?

•

Ambition, incentives for innovation, culture?

Policy processes? Research, governance, stringency setting,
decision making, co-ordination, timing?

• Evidence? Likely to be limited by lack of research
• Opportunities for and barriers to best practice policy
models in Australia?
strategypolicyresearch.com.au

SPR

(INTERIM) POLICY CLASSIFICATION
FRAMEWORK
• Name
• Country/State/LGA
• Scope (new/existing;
commercial/residential)

• Description

• Market barriers
addressed?

• Evidence of effectiveness,
cost effectiveness?

• Apparent theory of
action?

• In what way(s) is this best
practice?
strategypolicyresearch.com.au
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(INTERIM) POLICY TAXONOMY (1)
Type
Sub-type
1. Market regulation Performance based

Examples
Outcome based
regulation, eg, ‘less
than 300 MJ/m2.a’
Theory of action:
“thou shalt”
Prescriptive
Input based
regulation, eg
‘insulation of at least
R4’, planning
requirements
Information disclosure CBD, mandatory
labelling, EEO/NGER
(mandatory
strategypolicyresearch.com.au audits/reporting)
Hybrid
National Construction

SPR

(INTERIM) POLICY TAXONOMY (2)
Type

Sub-type

2. Financial
incentives

Positive

Theory of action:
direct financial
benefit/cost

Examples

VEET/white
certificates, grants for
building tune-ups,
EUAs, CEFC, loan
concessions, innovation
tax concessions,
producer subsidies
Negative
Carbon or energy
taxes, local govt
levies, emissions
trading
Hybrid
Feebate
strategypolicyresearch.com.au
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(INTERIM) POLICY TAXONOMY (3)
Type
3. Voluntary action/
behaviour change
programs

Sub-type
Examples
Commitment programs, eg, CitySwitch, former
Greenhouse
voluntary standards
Challenge, branding,
voluntary reporting,
Theory of action:
branding, government
indirect benefit/cost
procurement
standards/policies for
offices
NABERS, case studies,
Engagement,
information, tools and technical information,
benefit cost analysis
assistance, training,
capacity building
strategypolicyresearch.com.au
Hybrid
Linked with another

SPR

SOME INITIAL CANDIDATES
• Passivhaus, Batex (Brussels)
•

integrated market transformation approach

• Massachusetts building code (US)
•

Automatic updates, ‘stretch Code’, Code Compliance Support
Initiative

• EnergieSprong (Energy Leap) (Netherlands, EU)
•

Net zero retrofits, integrated finance and delivery model, cost
minimisation, scale

• Greener Greater Buildings Plan/Retrofit Accelerator
(New York City)
• Ambitious targets, integrated plan/support, existing building focus
strategypolicyresearch.com.au
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CONSULTATION
• Government departments in Canberra early
November

• Major industry associations
• This panel discussion
• Steering Committee
• National Forum
• Federal Minister?
strategypolicyresearch.com.au

SPR

FOCUS QUESTIONS FOR PROJECT &
TODAY
• How does the policy landscape in Australia
compare with best practices overseas?

• What is the evidence about how effective and
cost effective are different policy and regulatory
models?

• What are the barriers to using best practice
models in Australia?

• What researchstrategypolicyresearch.com.au
might help overcome the
barriers?

SPR

CONTACT
Philip Harrington
Principal
Strategy. Policy. Research.
0419 106 449
philip_harrington@strategypolicyresearch.com.au
www.strategypolicyresearch.com.au

